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Council Hears Five Hours Of Testimony

Misconduct Hearing Continued

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Following almost five hours of
testimony Monday night, the Murray
City Council continued the open hearing
on charges of misconduct against two
police officers, Dale Spann and Billy
Wilson, until 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
council chambers of the Murray City
Hall.
Harold Hurt, attorney for the two officers who are accused in connection
with a Jan. 2 electronic eavesdropping
incident in the police department squad

room at city hall, asked for an open
hearing on the charges. The charges
concern a violation of Kentucky Revised Statutes 526.010-526.060, commonly
known as the "eavesdropping statute."
Both officers, who were members of
the detective division, have been
returned to uniform and have remained
on duty since the incident. Spann, a captain, and Wilson, a sergeant, each have
approximately 15 years of duty on the
force.
Last night's hearing was scheduled
after a 45-minute closed-door hearing

Juvenile Fugitive Awaits
Extradition To Ohio
A 15-year-old fugitive awaits extradition.to Ohio following his arrest Monday
afternoon by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office and the Kentucky State
Police detectives' division, a sheriff's
spokesman said.

FUND TO AID MSU GOLFERS — Mrs. Sue Costello, center, of Murray
reviews the guidelines for the Charlie Costello Memorial Golf Fund at
Murray State University with Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, director of the
MSU Foundation, which will administer the program. Established by her
family in memory of husband, the late Charlie Costello, the fund will help
support the Murray State golf program. Standing is Racer golf coach R. T.
(Buddy) Hewitt, a long-time close friend of the Costello family.

The juvenile, wanted in Ohio on
charges of aggravated homicide and
aggravated robbery, was lodged in the
Calloway County jail with three others
charged with first-degree hinderance of
apprehension, the spokesman said.
The three are Marvin Arthur Nichols,
Linda Lee—McFarland and Candace
l.ynn McFarland. the spokesman said.
Bond for all three was set at $5,000, the
spokesman added.
The KSP detectives were notified by

Ohio authorities of the juvenile's
charges, the spokesman said. Detectives then notified the local sheriff's office that the juvenile may be in the
Calloway County area, the spokesman
added. The arrest was made on
Highway 121,the spokesman said.
In a separate case, no charges were
filed after Don nie Hargrove,26, Dexter,
was shot in the leg Sunday on the
Palestine Church Road, the spokesman
said.
According to sheriff's reports,
Hargrove said that he got out of his car,
heard a gun shot and was shot in the
leg. He was treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The spokesman said the incident may
have been family-related.

On Motion To Fire MSU President

before the council on Jan. 12. It was
decided at that time to postpone the
hearing to await possible grand jury action.
Last week it was disclosed that both a
federal grand jury in Louisville and a
Calloway County Circuit Court grapd
jury had decided that no indictment
was in order in connection with the
case.
Hurt, who had subpoenaed lb
witnesses made two motions to dismiss
the charges prior to the hearing. Both
motions were voted down by the council.
Hurt's first motion stated that the
charges were improperly filed, while
the second noted that two out of three
police department telephone lines have
been connected to tape recording
devices with no warning "beeping"
mechanism for about four years.
Hurt also objected to city attorney J.
William Phillips acting in both roles of
prosecutor and procedural adviser to
the council. The cbjection was overruled by mayor pro-tern C. C. Lowry acting in place of Mayor Melvin B.
Henley, who had beet, subpoenaed as a
witness. Councilman .Howard Koenen
also was subpoenaed aS a witness and,
like Henley, was not permitted to hear
the testimony.
Hurt challenged council members
Steve Sammons and Bill Bailey to
remove themselves from the panel
since he claimed they had had conversations with several of the witnesses
and had made up their minds concerning the case.
Sammons, who admitted he had

discussed the council's options brief13,
with Capt. Martin Wells, voluntarily.
removed himself from the panel.
Bailey, who remained on the panel, said
he had not made up his mind on the
.and would give an impartial
hearing.
Chief of Police Paul Jerry Lee was.
called as Hurt's first witness. Lee
testified that Detective Charles Peeler.
presently the only detective left on the
force since Spann and Wilson went back
to uniform duty, told him the afternoon
of Jan. 2 that Spann and Wilson were
planning to use the listening device to
record departmental conversations.
Lee testified he told Peeler that he
had warned Wilson about a month
before not to use the device, which is
about the size of a doorknob and is
known as a "body bug."
Lee, who said he,did not call in the
Federal Bureau of Investigation or the
U.S. Attorney's Office to investigate the
matter, admitted that there "had been
a lot of dissension" in the department.
Testimony' from police dispatcher
Billy Joe Parker showed that he received a call from Art Jewell, owner of the
Poppy Shoppe, a florist shop across
from the police station, in the early
evening of Jan. 2 stating that Jewell's
random-scanning
digital police
receiver was"keyed in" to one frequency and asking if there was some difficulty. Parker said he told him perhaps
there was a "skip" in the scanner.
Around 8 p.m. Jewell testified he
began hearing conversations on the freSee HEARING.
Page 16, Column 5

Vote On Curris Not Confirmed Or Denied
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
Reports that the Murray State
University Board of Regents split over
a motion to fire MSU president Dr. Constantine Curds Saturday have neither
been confirmed nor denied by members
of the board contacted by The Murray
Ledger & Times today.
One reliable source contacted by the
newspaper, who requested that he not
be identified, said the regents voted 5-5
on a motion to fire Curris during an executive session Saturday.
The executive session was called on a

motion by regent Jere McCuiston of
Elkton inunediately after Saturday's
meeting got underway.
Board chairman Ron Christopher of
Murray said today that he has "no comment"on the matter.
"We went into executive -session for
the purpose of discussing a personnel
matter." Christopher said.
"If a decision is made (during an executive session either pro or con on a
matter, we would announce it in
public," Christopher added.
The unnamed source told this
newspaper that Christopher was one of
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A winter storm warning is in effect tonight. Occasional snow.
very windy and bitter cold
tonight with possible snow accumulations of 1-to-3 inches
before tapering off to flurries.
Lows tonight from 10 to 15. Flurries ending Wednesday with
highs near 15. Winds northwesterly to 35 mph and gusty
tonight, diminishing Wednesday.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
355.45
Kentucky Lake
356.00

the five regents who voted against the
measure to fire Curris. Others named
were William Carneal, Charles
Howard.Sara Page and Ed Settle.
Voting in favor of releasing Curris,
the source said. were McCuiston. Bill
Morgan. student regent Terry' Clark,
faculty regent Steve West and Jerry
Woodall; the nmZest appointee to the
board.
The Kentucky open' meetings law
does perrrut public agencies to meet in
"closed" session for the discussion of
individual employee matters but expressly prohibits the taking of any final
action at such a closed session. 1
Curris was out of town and
unavailable for comment on the matter
today. Attempts to contact several
other -members of the board today.
resulted in reports that they were out of
town or call-backs that were never
returned.
One regent, who refused to comment
"on the record,- did say the reason for
the attempted action is "an accumulation of things over several years."
According to reports, no specific explanation of the reason for the action
was offered during the closed session. It
was reported that the regents who
voted to fire Curris met shortly before
the Saturday session to plan their
strategy.
No individual contacted by this
newspaper today would comment on

general relations between Curris and
the board of regents.
Several changes and issues have
sufaced at the university, some of them
controversial, since Curris was named
- president in 1973.
Shortly' after Corns took charge of
the administration, a major restructuring of the colleges and departments at
MSU was approved by the regents.
Other notable controversies over the
years include:
• A decision in the spring of 1974 to
deny tenure to 21 of 45 faculty members
who were considered. That aetioW
resulted in an unsuccessful lawsuit being filed in federal court by those
denied tenure.
• The closing of the university's
laboratory school, proposed by Corns
and approved by the board despite a
lengthy campaign waged by. many local
citizens to keep the school open.
• And, most recently, a renewed emphasis on athletics supported by -Curris,
as well as the board, which some faculty members have charged has taken
funds away from the school's academic
programs.
Curris was vice president and dean of
the faculty at West Virginia Institute of
Technology' prior to accepting the post
at Murray State.
Current speculation is that the matter
will again be discussed when the board
meets Feb. 21.

DOGWOOD TREE PROJECT — "A Dogwood Tree In Every Yard" is the
goal of the Murray Woman's Club city and county beautification project.
Orders are now being taken for the dogwood trees. Committee members
attending the planting of a dogwood tree at the Murray Woman's Club
House grounds were, from left, front row, Gaye Haverstock, Frances
Brown, Bonnie Jones, back row, Roxie Jones, Marjorie Major, Mary Gertzen, Edna Gowans, and Patsy Humphreys. Other members, not pictured,
are Edith Noffsinger, general chairman, Barbara Jewell, Euva Alexander,
Juanita Lee, Tonda West, Pauline Parker, and Martha Enix,

Kentucky Gains In Tax Stability, Business Climates Study Shows

•

Kentucky improved its rank in an index of state tax stability, climbing 18
places to 26th from 44th in the category of percentage change in state and local
taxes per capita, it was reported in a new study of manufacturing business
climates by Alexander Grant & Company, Chicago-based accounting firm, in
cooperation with the Conference of State Manufacturers' Associations
I COSMA
In another category — state debt per capita — Kentucky fell five places in the
ranking to 40 from 35 in the 1979 study.
Overall, Kentucky held its rank of 26 in the nationwide evaluation of state by
state business environments for manufacturers.
The Grant study, with the full title "A Study of Manufacturing Business
Climates of the Forty-Eight Contiguous States of America, 1980" is an update of
a similar 1979 study. It is based on 18 factors chosen by COSMA as significant
to
the manufacturing sector and the ranking is based on latest available data
for
each.
Here is a summary of the 18 factors analyzed, and the states ranked with the
best score and worst score for each factor:
Factor
Best
Worst
State and local taxes per capita
Arkansas New York
Percentage change in state and local taxes per
capita
Vermont New Mexico
State spending growth versus state iacollne
growth
Illinois
Connecticut
State debt per capita
Idaho
New York
State spehding per capita
Arkansas New York
Energy cost per million BTUs
Louisiana Rhode Island
Labor union membership ( non-agricultural I as a
percent of total labor
N.C.
Michigan
Average weekly manufacturing wage
Mississippi Montana
Percentakt change in average weekly manufacturing wage .
Idaho
Iowa
Manhours lost per year because of work stoppages per non-agricultural worker
S.C.
West Virginia
Workmen's compen§ation insurance rate per
$100 of payroll on selected manufacturing occupations
Indiana
Wyoming
Average unemployment benefits paid per
covered worker per year
Texas
New Jersey

Net worth of state unemployment compensation
trust fund per covered worker
Wyoming Connecticut
Maximum weekly payment for temporary/total
disability under workmen's compensation insurance assuming recipient earns the average
manufacturing wage in the state
Arkansas Illinois
Private pollution abatement expenditures as
compared to the value of industrial shipments
S.D.
West Virginia
Private pollution abatement expenditures per
capita
S.D.
Louisiana
Vocational education expenditures per capita
Mass.
Indiana
State disbursements for highways per highway
mile
Connecticut Texas
SehNin Price, managing partner of the firm's Chicago office and partner in
charge of the study, emphasized that the evaluation and ranking of each state's
attractiveness was limited to manufacturers and did not consider the service,
retail or government sectors, "nor does it include every criterion that has an
impact on a business location decision."
To find a way of measuring the relative attractiveness of the business climate
of different states certain ground rules were established, explained Price.
These included:
— Criteria to be included had to be "objectively quantifiable with credible,
available statistical information for each of the 48 states." In every case,
statistics used are the latest available and virtually all are from government
sources.
— Criteria are confined to those aspects of the business environment that are
directly controllable by actions of state and local governments and have a bearing on the business environment for manufacturing enterprises.
The Alexander Grant report acknowledges that many other factors that influence business location -decisions — such as proximity to markets, climate,
water and energy supply, adequacy of skilled labor, and supplies of raw
materials, among others — were not covered in the study.
Price noted that these factors and the "quality of life" factors are different
for each manufacturer and are probably considered by most manufacturers.
But they were omitted from the analysis because they are impossible to quantify and many of them are not alterable by governmental actions.
-Business climate, at least in the conteitt laf this analysis, is the ability of a
state to keep and gain industrial jobs. The criteria used in this study are cost-
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centered and related to profitability and are those reached by' a consensus of
manufacturing executives," Price said.
He continued: "They represent economic factors that manufacturing industries look for, but don't include every possible item that corporate executives or individuals may look for in deciding where they want to live and
work. However one might agree or disagree with the criteria and rankings, industrialists apparently are making decisions based on these factors."
For the 1980 study Grant also prepared a regional map based on the ranking
of the individual states. With the lowest numerical rank as the best business
climate, the Southern region had the top score with an average score 01 11.6 for
the states in the region.
Next in order is the Midwestern region 25.61;
Western 26.)1
and Northeastern f 35.81.
Price concludes: "Limited as it is,"we view this report to be valicrand mean-.
ingful: We hope that it will contribute to an understanding of our evolving national economic development."
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Your Individual
Horoscope

.4"°--"Ilutchens-Wheeler Wedding Planned

THE ACES'

IRA G CORN, JR

Fraa,es Drake -OR WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARY 11, 18111
ti hat kind of day will tomor- SAGITTARIUS
row be? To find out what theNov 22 to Dec. 211
stars say, read the forecast
Your social Ide improves.
gis en for your birth Sign
but you could be careless on
the job. Make important
domestic decisions. Socialize
ARIF
in the p.m.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
If you can stay clear of CAPRICORN
money differences, you'll 1Dec 22toJan.19i Vi
Career Interests prosper
have a wonderful time with
loved ones The late p m. now, but refrain from combining business with pleasure.
favors love and social life.
Loved ones need careful
TAURUS
handling.
!Apr 20 to May 20)
Vt AQUARIU
S
Business and pleasure mix
favorably during both the a.m. iJan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Despite some domestic proand p.m. Still, it may be difficult to concentrate on im- blems, the day will end on a
happy note. Financial luck
mediate tasks
combines with good news
GEMINI
from a distance.
)May 21 to June 201
Initiative brings career PISCES
benefits. Don't let sub- Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll enjoy time alone
conscious doubts interfere
with relationship harmony. spent with loved ones. Difficulties may arise involving
The p.m. brings happiness.
communications. Business
CANCER
negotiations are complicated.
June 21 to July 22)
Get in touch with those at a
YOU BORN TODAY are indistance. Don't let friends in- ventive and charismatic. Your
terfere with duties. The p.m. dramatic nature attracts you
favors entertaining at home to the theatre, but sometimes
temperament works against
ibase.
LEO
your success. You need to
cultivate self-discipline to
(July 23 to Aug.
You may have your share of make the most of your
a business woes now, but the abilities. Avant garde occupapropsects of happiness in love tions will especially appeal to
are great. Settle differences you. You're also attracted to
now.
science, engineering, politics,
religion and law. At times inVIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 I
spired, you could easily
Double check costs of plann- arouse the interest of others in
ed trips. While socializing, you your pet causes. Do not let a
may hear of a good career op- desire for the limelight keep
portunity. Hold on to newly ac- you from listening to your intuition, which will always proquired funds.
vide you with your best
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. U1 —
guidelines for success.
Job-related
talks are
favored. Be careful of joint
assets. Watch credit card
spending, but do enjoy dating,
hobbies and romance.
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WEST
All great discoveries are
made by men whose feel- •J 10 9 7 2
•
J 62
ings run ahead of their
•Q
thinking
-- Charles +982
Parkhurst

Vines To Be Read
At Salem Baptist
Church, Lynn Grove

SOUTH
483

Mr. and Mrs. Idelee Hutchens of Lynn Grove announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Mary Lynn, to
Albert Mark Wheeler, son of
Mrs. Rex Verda Mae ) Mason
of Farmington Route 1 and
Otis Cooney ) Wheeler of
Boydsville.
The bride-elect will be a 1981
graduate of Calloway County
High School. She is the gramsd.
daughter of Mrs. Mary Hutchens of Route 2, Puryear.
Tenn.. and of Mrs. Laverne
Jenkins of Coal City, W. Va.
Mr. Wheeler attended
Sedalia High School and is self
employed as a farmer.
The wedding vows will be
read on Saturday, Feb. 21, at 7
p.m. at the Salem Baptist
Church, Lynn Grove, with the
Rev. Mike Littrell officiating.
A reception will follow at the
church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

I

Miss Vary LVIln Hutchens and Albert Mark If heeler
•

Excitement Of Making Valentines
Recalled By Persons 100 Or Older

SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Problems that arise
between you and loved ones
will be solved by day's end.
However,see what you can do
to avert difficultis.

EAST
•b5
•K 10 51
•10 I 6 3
•6 4 3

IP A Q 7
Declarer had a strong
•KJ91
feeling about how he could
•AQJ7
play today's instructive
slam. Unfortunately for
Vulnerable Both [)ea le
him, his feelings won over South
The bidding
his thinking and the slam
splashed in the soup.
West
North East
South's five no trump bid Swath
I NT
Pass
45T
Pass
accepted North's slam invi- 65 NNTT
1,6.406s
Pass
tation and asked North to
6Pas
Pass
bid any four card suit "up
the line" (Baron ConvenOpening lead Spade jack
tion). When no 4-4 minor
was found, South played in
dropped' Then another diasix no trump.
The spade jack was won mond lead from dummy
in dummy and declarer felt would have assured the
that the diamonds were slam by simply covering
more promising than the whatever diamond East
hearts. Swiftly, the diamond played
ace was cashed and a diamond to declarer's jack
Bid with Corn
went to West's queen.
West exited with another South holds
2-10-B
spade and declarer stuck
with diamonds once again.
•AKQ1
He played a diamond to his
•9 8 3
king and that was the end of
•A 7 2
•K 105
the slam. Later he took a
winning heart finesse, but
North
South
his total was only 11 tricks.
1•
1*
Declarer might have tak- 2•
en a second diamond finesse
to land his slam, but there
ANSWER: Three diamonds.
was an even better chance The Aces
advocate a delayed
than that. At trick two, Jump in a minor
as forcing,
instead
of
playing which leaves the door open for diamonds, he should have a choice of final contracts.
played a heart, finessing to
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
his queen.
When the queen wins, he PO Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225„
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
is in position to play the dia- for reply
monds in a much safer way.
First the king and then the
SWINE SHOW
ace to drop West's queen,
The annual West Kentucky
and now a finesse against
Barrow Show will begin at 10
East's marked 10 to make
a.m. on Monday. Feb. 16, at
an overtrick.
And what if West's dia- the West Kentucky Livestock
mond queen had not & Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, Murray. Spon2-10-A
NORTH
sored by the Kentucky Department of Agriculture and Mur•A K Q1
ray State University, this
•9 8)
event is free and open to the
* A 72
•K 505
public.

• Church near Fulton.
By Helen Price Stacy
September.
Mrs. Florence Childrey
Remember the homemade
Think of all the courtship
red and white valentine box Freeman, native of Lewis notes, sweetheart valentines,
that graced the teacher's County, marked her 100th bir- heart-shaped boxes of
desk?
Remember
the thday with a party at East chocolate shared through the
homemade valentines cat out Galbraith Nursing Home. Cin- years. However fancy,
with tiny blunt scissors and cinnati, last Dec. 29.
however lace-edged and
Mrs. Susie Hall Lawhorn of however imprinted with a
put together with school paste
or paste made from flour and Life Care Center, Morehead, sweet message, the valentine
water? Those who are old formerly of Carter Couny, was was without meaning unless
103 last Aug. 30. She has smok- the message was heart to
enough will remember.
On Feb. 14'quite a few'Ken- ed a pipe for almost 95 years.
heart,friend to friend.
A HEART-SHAPED PIZZA
Mrs. Mary Rice of Rivertuckians will take a look back
Mrs. Hester Cooley
FROM PAGLIAI'S
over a century of love notes view Rest Home, Russell, Stephens of Eastern Kentucky
(10"4 Mims)
penciled on hand-cut, lopsided formerly of Ashland was 103 was not 100 but she handed
hearts. For members of this back in 1978, and George Hurt down to her daughter, Mrs.
select group, it is not the lack of Prestonsburg, was 104 in Fannis S. Jarrell, a handmade
WITH
of skill in the cutting and 1977.
valentine that had been in the
TWO
TICKE
TS TO ANY
In Johnson County' a Van family 100 years.
pasting that brings a smile to
MOVIE AT THE
a lined face, but remembered -- Lear couple, Gilbert Young
"On the fourteenth
excitement when a certain and Mae Salyer Young,
Day of February
MURRAY THEATRES
valentine was received from a celebrated their 74th wedding
I was very merry.
anniversary last July 13.
certain someone.
Lots were cast
Only
A Menifee County couple
Mrs. Florence Higgins of
And tickets drewMt. Sterling observed her holds the record for long marKind fortune said
104th birthday last June 4. riage. Lynn and Lydia Rupe
It must be you.
Miss Bridget Hickey also of Wells celebrated their 80th
1 drew you from
Mt. Sterling celebrated her wedding anniversaiy in July
Among the rest.
We DOIIVOI Anywhere In Murray
1978 before his death later that
106th birthday in January.
The reason why...
753-2975
McGarvey Harper, 100 last year. She will be 98 in
I love you best!"
year, submitted to major
surgery recently in Morgan
County Appalachian Regional
Hospital, West Liberty, and
o
has recovered and is back in a
e
e
rest center in Magoffin Coun#
r
r
#
Al•
ty.
"Granny Cotton" whose foritr
mal name is Elsie Cotton
Wheeler, a former resident of
iJohnson County and later of
Riverview Manor in nearby '
,, r Wades Creek
Prestonsburg, was 105 last.
year. She has appeared on
TV's "Good Morning
(We think, it's the best
Lb.
America" program.
ezn
Mrs. Alma Seay was
honored on her 100th birthday
2 On.
Ity
last December with a reception in Water Valley Methodist
•.
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SEND A SPECIAL VALENTINE

C•• 753-3314
7- 10.9:00
I Wk. Only•Ends Thurs.
LOVING
COUPLES
kr•i7kiE
'
NE
JAMES
C081)8111

a

'8"

Ike Titers. 2119
7:00-9,00
VALENTINE FASHION SHOW — Carolyn Sexton
(left), of
Dor Mae, and Marsha Tidwell, a member of the Calloway
County High School Choir, discuss fashions that will
be in
the school's fashion show Saturday. The show will
be a
fund-raising project.
Ends Thurs. See RI
7100.9:10
(A81 NADER
RA HAP!) 1110,81

Ends Thurs, See It!

St 753.3311

Valentine Fashion Show
Planned Here Saturday
The Valentine Fashion
Show, presented by the
Calloway• County High Schaal
Choirs as a fund-raising project, will be held at 2 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 14, in the high
school cafeteria.
Choir
members and
mothers will model spring outfits donated by the following
Murray merchants: Buck-

ATTENTION FARMERS
All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance is
now available from
King-Landoft Insurance.
Before you spend a fortune planning your
crops this year.
think about protecting yourself with All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance.
We hove been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobocco. Its very
ReaseneMel Insured are covered under on all risk basis of hail,
wind, draught
and all natural disasters.
Find out how the benefits of oil-risk
insurance can be
tailored to your forming operation. Just call David
King, Gene
Landoll or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good
years and bad, it
Pays off

All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance

KING-LANDOLT
The Insurance Center
04 Murray
901 Sycamore

Phone: 753-8355

ingham Ray, Cherry Branch,
Corn Austin, Dennison and
Hunt, 'Dor Mae, Littleton's,
Madamoiselle, Mr." Tuxedo,
Showcase and Shoe Tree.
Refreshments will be served. Entertainment will be provided by the Corumbia Blues
swing ensemble.
Tickets are $1.50 and can be
purchased from any choir
member or at the door.
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Brrrrrrr! It's Cold Outside

But Our Hot Sausage Will Warm You Inside!

t
it

74*"- Sausage

$

'Mr-2W014.
DAVIS GIRL
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Eugene
The mother is the former
Davis, Jr., of Gleason, Tenn., Pam Nance.
announce the birth of a baby
Grandparents are Jerry
girl, Amanda Dawn, weighing Davis. Sr.. McKenzie. Tenn..
seven pounds 1 ounces, born Mrs. Nell Davis. California,
on Monday, Feb. 2, at the and Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Nance,
Murray-Calloway
County ....Cottage Grove,Tenn.

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
... COW PRICES DOWN!
7Diamond Clusters
While They Last!

ausage Patties

9

Lb.

1

225Lb.to 3251.13.
Sides Of Choice Beef $
Guaranteed Tender

33
1
•
•

GIBSON HAM CO.

i•

Values To $260.00

107 N. 3rd St.
$9900
IA •

(11" Value)

Hours:
.

7:00-S:00 Mon.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.

•
•
•
Phone 753-1601 •

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

10 S Sat

MICHELSON'S JEWELERS
Bel-Air Shopping tr.-Murray, Ky.
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Community Happenings
4

Murray Bass Club will meet
at 630 p.m at the Sirloin
Stockade.

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church

..)ea ler

:asl
Pass
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Wednesday,Feb. 11
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Concord
Bible Study by Christian
with Mrs. Ed Davis and Har- Women's Club of Murray will
ris Grove with Martha be held at the home of Mrs.
Wrablick, both at 1 p.m.; Pot- Calvin Morris at 9a.m.
tertown at Colonial House
United Campus Ministry
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m.,
Pacers with Donna Whitfield luncheon will be held from
12:30 to 129 p.m. in Room 304,
at 930 a.m.
Ohio Room, University
Circles of First United Center, Murray State UniverMethodist Church Women will sity. Joe Dick of the Bank of
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows: Murray will be the speaker.
Ruth Wilson with Pat Kiesow
Thursday,Feb. 12
and Wesleyan with Inez Jones.
Shower Ralph and Rhonda
Rogers who lost their home
Overeaters Anonymous will and contents by fire will be
meet at 12 noon on the second held from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. at
floor of the Baptist Student the Antioch Church of Christ
Center.
building.

Group III of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Helen
Campbell, 1108 Elm Street
Mrs. Dan McKee' will have
the program.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Second Tuesday program
featuring Amy Jarman,
soprano, will be at 7:30 p.m. at
the Murray Art Guild.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.

Ladies day luncheon will be
served at 12 noon at the Oaks
Country Club with Peggy Noel
and Masa Read as chairman
of the hostesses.

Murray TOPS i take off
pounds sensibly Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
nonds
ilayed
ecing.
en for
s.
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WAREHOUSE
CLEAN-OUT

SALE
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Prices Good While Quantities Last

r

WE NET SRI. (MI

1,000,000
YARDS
FROM OUR KANSAS CITY

CeortnaThoppiRg linter lbelprey ill
& &Nein CI
Noy. Toes ,Set. 1,00.6.00.
NH lbws., In. 1611141:110, 544.
I00.3413

STRETCH
TERRY
SOLID COLORS
POLYESTER 8. COTTON
60 WIDE-MANY COLORS
Yr
PRICE
REG
YD.
$199

BRIGHT YARN

BOUCLE

ACETATE & NYLON
54 SOL,) COLORS
MACHINE WASHABLE
PRICE-PEG. $3.99

SOLIDS .5 PRINTS

QUILTED
FABRICS
TIS WIDTH•WASHABLE
POL88888 S COTTON
WITH PO
ILLING
$INGLE FACE-REVERSISLE
REG. 3411
REG 599

S099
NOW

TO

$0
/99

NOW so TO

PRINTED POLYESTER

WOOLENS

INTERLOCK
KNITS

1/3 OFF

DENIM
33.99

$2.9
50

$00
013
R0W" S4
Vs PRICE
I TO

99

CORDUROY
45 WIDTH
SOLID COLORS
FOLYESTER & COTTON
MACHINE WASHABLE
299

To

COTTON

Ss OSP

$149
I YD.
4.14r

REG 3 /I
$199
NOWTO

TO
49

$100

PER
YARD

SURALINE SUPER FLEX

GABARDINE
REG 3.99
100% POLYESTER
643 STRETCHABLE

DESIGNERS STYLE PRINTS
& CALICOS 45 WIDTH
MACHINE WASHABLE
PEG 299 $ oil

99

NOW
1/3 OFF

I

KLOPIVIAN S

HI-SIGN'

$2!9

MANY COLORS
45 POLYSCOTTON Si 99
PEG $239 SD
YD

FLEECY ROSE

.
WASSI-UV

VELOUR

$OLID COLORS
RIO 1355
NOW
V. OFF

MAN

MADE

FLEECE

• NYLON

ALL ACRYLIC II ACRYLIC OLENDS
SO WIDE
REG 3 VI
$11 99
NOW '4 PRICE
TO

$2
99
TO
PEG
$399 TO 5 14 99
NOW

,,3

PILE
WIDE WIDTH I /

TO

BROADCLOTH

FOR FASHION, CRAFT& GUILTS, ETC
FECI.
NOW
SAYE 55%

79c

OFF

MILL REMILMITS

CAUCO PRINTS

'1 TO
YARD
45 A err %vim
WCWENS 6 KNITS

FOR CRAFTS
OR FASHION
$199
$10. Sin NOW
VD

FOR EVERY
NEED

REGULAR PRICE
SI 99 TO M 99 SD
NOW

$100
5 PCS

CHOOSE FROM
THOUSANDS
OF YARDS

OINONAMIS
00001.2 KNITS
00015 PRINTS
CHALLIS PIIIIITS
7-NWT MOTS
POLY OEMS
INTEISLOCIL KNITS
YD, PUSS MANY ISOM
MOUNTAIN M,
0

SPOFITSWEAR
DRESS
NIGHTWEAR
CH/LOWERS WEAR
DECORATIVE, ETC

SHIRTING FLANNEL POLY-FILL
ATTRACTIVE PLAIDS
NI MACHINE WASH

REG, 2.49

FULL 1 LB BAGS
FLUFFY STUFFING
BAG
REC.2 3:3
S199

11 WV
YO

WHITE NON-ROLL

ELASTIC
A. POLYESTER
REG 45( TO

WHITE FUSIBLE IRON-ON

5 ..10.
YDS

INTERFACING
WASHABLE
REG ESC Y13

4 me0100
El

•I
I TO 4 YARD LENGTHS
POLYESTER SOLIDS & FANCIES

12c

THREAD

Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University Tickets are
$4 for adults, $2.50 for senior

Lady Racers basketball
team will play the Middle Tennessee Women's team at 5:15
p.m. in Racer Arena, Murray
State. The men's team will be
in Murfreesboro, Term., for a
7:30 p.m game with Middle
Tennessee.

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the..Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons is scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

Dr. Thurman
At Conference

Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Dr. Lunette Thurman. director of the Personal Enrichment
Center at Murray State University, will participate in a conference for the National Identification Program for the Advancement of Women in Higher
Education
Administration
scheduled April 23-29.
Mrs. Thurman will represent
Murray State at the conference
which is scheduled this year at
Shakertown facility in Pleasant
Hill.
The topic of the conference is
management slcill development
and career mapping.
Mrs. Thurman has been a
member of the faculty at Murray State since 1%6. She recently
was awarded a doctorate degree
in education administration
from Vanderbilt University,
Nashville,Tenn.

Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

Lake Barkley Will
Hold Sweetheart
Weekend At Park
A special Sweetheart
Weekend will be held at Lake
Barkley State Park on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, Feb. 13
to 15. This is sponsored by the
park and the Kentucky
Department of Parks.
Features of the weekend
will include a Las Vegas Style
Casino on Friday evening;
mid-morning brunch, old
fashioned
hayride,
refreshments by the fireside,
candlelight dinner for two,
and dance featuring "Just
Good Friends" from
Nashville, Term., will be on
Saturday.
The cost will be $100 per couple which includes registration fee, -casino, Saturday
brunch, hayride, dinner
dance, and two nights lodging
at Lake Barkley State Park.
John Rufli and Bobby Hancock are coordinators for the
weekend event.

McCuiston Home Is
Scene, Northside
Baptist Women
The January meeting of the
Baptist Women of the Northside Baptist Church was
held at the home of Mary Ann
McCuiston.
During the business meeting
the group voted to purchase
baptismal robes for girl and
lady candidates.
"God's Best Or Second
Best- was the subject of the
program given by Cillia
Shelton. Each one participated by reading different
parts form the program..
Mary
Ann
McCuiston
presented the prayer calendar
for missionaries with birthdays in January. Mrs.
Shelton led the closing prayer.
Other members present
were Janice Graham, Judy
• Jones,and Jean Hamilton.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess.

PkGLIAIS
Italian
Spaghetti
Special

Campus Lights, 44th production, will open at 8 15 p nu in

Hamburger
Chopped Steak
Special!

(Ink

'A

1.09
with garlic bread

Itizens, and $3 for students,
Valentine's Day party for
preschool through third grade
will be held at 6:30 p.m at the
Murray Country Club. Each
one should bring Valentines
for their friends. Games and
refreshments will be featured.
For information call Sheila
Grogan.
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Free literals on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home for This Pric e

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE 300Io OFF

4%
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ESTEE LAUDER RI\GS YOU
THE GREATEST SHOW OF COLOR ON EARTH

COLORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN DESERT
Out of a fantastic place of golden canyons,
terracotta mountains, sky-flottened
buttes, peach and
apricot sands ond vast landscapes, Estee Louder
has drawn

her makeup colors for spring.
Colors that
ore both sunsoftened and sunfired From faint shell pinks
to vivid rock corals, woolly sage
rosy lavenders to vast-sky blues Plus-ever
y apricoted, peachy, melon-tawny thing the sungreens and
con do to
sand Turned Into the polish and shine, the healthy
gloss and glow of Estee Lauder's prettiest
new
makeugi, these are the colors that give you the look of
the year The Colors of
the Great American

Desert. Discover them now at our Estee Louder
Beauty Counter
ORDER FORM
FOR LIPS

POLISHED PERFORMANCE LIPSiTCK 650
RE NUTRIV RICH RICH LIPSTICK
600
NEW LONGLINE LIP POLISHER
600
PERFECT LINE LIP PENCIL
500

FOR CHEEKS TENDER BLUSHER
COLOR WASH
AUTOMATIC SOUFFLE BLUSHER

FOR FACES

MOISTURE BALANCED
FACE POWDER
NEW PERFECT MAKEUP SPONGE

FOR EYES

850
750
7 00

850
330

PRESSED EYELID SHADOW
Desert Gorde,-, Colors
(Femr.ToneShodow Boo)
!Two Tone Shadow Box).
AUTOMATIC CREME EYESHADOw
"EYE CONTOURING PENCIL

LUSCIOUS CRSME MASCARA

FOR NAILS

SI

75t
Sr 0 11110LIARI

POLISHED PERFORMANCE
NAIL LACQUER

13 50.
850
750
550
750

400

4brofre

ercv

QUILT BLOCKS °A
..mint«.2 for 5'

SELECT FROM OUR MANY BEAUTIFUL
FRAGRANCES FOR YOUR VALENTINE.
VALENTINE'S DAY IS THIS SATURDAY,
FEB. 14TH.

ohjwslaftata
—44
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Mrs. Cochran Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Women
Mrs. Jimmy Cochran opened her home for the Jan. 15th
meeting of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of North
Pleasant Grove Church with
Mrs. Cochran, president.
presiding.
The program on "A New
Covenant For A New People"
with scripture from Ephesians
3:1-12 was presented with
Mrs. Thomas Jones as the
leader.
Others taking part in the
program were Mrs. Margaret
Nell Boyd, Mrs. Edwin Cain.
and Mrs. Ricky Garland.
Mrs. Christine Sherman
directed the Bible study. on
"God's Covenant With
Abraham."
Also present were Mrs.
Jerry Speight and Mrs. Tommy Cheryl)i
Elkins, with the
latter being honored with. a
baby shower.
Refreshments of cake and
punch were served.

Price

salad 40

Free Refills on Drinks

Grove 6126 will meet at 6
p m at the Triangle Inn

SALE

1111,414.11

NATURAL MUSLIN

COLOR

OUTING
FLAN
NEL
NACIMIC WASH-AU.
411

OFF

& COTTON

PINWALE

SOLID

I/2 PRICE

POLYESTERDPRINTS

1004
.POLYESTER-SOUDS A FANCIES
MEDIUMS HEAVY WEIGHTS

FABRICS

IN% POLVISTSR

KNITTED
SUEDE
010- WIEN SOFT 11 ELEGANT

of G 53 99
OFF

NOW
REG 255

POLYESTER• corrom

POLYESTER 8. COTTON
LOTS OF BLUES
PEG.

WIDTH

MACHINE WASHABLE

OUR ENTIFIE STOCK ON SALE

FUR
THICK
HARD FINISH S BRUSHED

SO

NOW
$

DOUBLE
KNITS

Hazel Senior Citizens will
uive activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11.45 a.m.

NUR

ENTIRE STOCK

PEG 17.99 TO 1999 YD.

lEtg
399
4 99
$199
YD•

IVAIEINNISf

SIAM MIS TI tW LIVIS,

EVERY YARD INCLUOED
100., WOOL & WOOL BLENDS
60 WIDE SOLIDS. PLAIDS
ETC ALL FROM FAMOUS MILLS

Thursday,Feb. 12
Welcome Wagon Club and
Brownie Troop 592 will visit
the Westview Nursing Home
for a Valentine party at 3 p.m.

After School Bible Club will
Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the meet at First Christian Churhome of Janie Helton, 241 ch.
Covey Drive.
Dr. Joseph Mastalerz of
University,
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of Wroclaw
the World will meet at 6 p.m. Wroclaw, Poland will present
a chemistry seminar on "Synat the Triangle Inn.
thesis and Mechanism in
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Organophosphorus
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Chemistry" in Room 312,
7:30 p.m. at the home of Becky
Blackburn Science Building,
Phillips.
Murray State University.

Free blood pressure check
will be from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the Hazel Senior Citizens
Center. The center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.

Lady Racers Basketball
ream will meet the University
of Louisville at 5:15 p.m. in
Racer Arena, Murray State.

Thariday, Feb. 12
Thursday,Feb. 12
A leanung skills seminar
Ellis Center will be open
focused on note taking will be from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m for
acheld in Room 101, Faculty tivities by the Murray Senior
Hall, Murray State Universi- Citizens. Lunch will be
served
ty, at 3:30 p.m. There is no at 12 noon.
charge.

1203 Chestnut

'3111'4

Wednesday, Feb. 11
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

• I.:

Tuesday,Feb. 10
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center

AL

Tuesday, Feb.111
Mike Williams will present a
show of country music andhumor at 8 p.m. at the coffeehouse, University Center,
Murray State.
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Opinion Page
Agree Or Not

10 Years Ago

By S.C. Van Curvet

Insurance Costs
FRANKFORT — While kickbacks
Lion insurance field.
and the splitting of C01111111SSiOttS on
Many attorneys found workers' COMworkers' compensation insurance for
pensation
to Ix. a lucrative
stale employes during the Carroll adfield for making big sums of money
ministration was the subject of federal
particularly in the practice of black
grand jury indictments last week, this
lung cases.
type of insurance is important to the
Senator Kelsey Fractal, one of the
state's economy in the private sector.
inoSt knowledgeable attorneys in the
This type of insurance also has been a
state on workers' compensation. drew
hot political subjeet for many past sesmuch criticism in the 70s because of his
sions of the Kentucky General
influence on laws pertaining to black
Assembly and reached a sort of climax
lung.
in the 1980 session when legislation was
passed to force reduction of premiums
Friend has been one of the top
by 25 to 30 percent.
earners in this field for several years.
The cost of this type of insurance is
Attorneys usually take these cases on
based upon the experience rating of all
a contingency fee basis. Kentucky law
types of businesses and industry for
-sets the amount an attorney may
cadent occpsences and for occupational
charge for this service. The Maximum
diseases. The law requires this type of
of $6,000 per case.
protective insurance for employees be
The top ten attorneys in this field last
carried with commercial companies or
year were Cawood Smith, Harlan.
that the company be self assured.
$278,964.
.110; Kelsey Friend, Pikeville.
Coal mining, logging and con$260,000.00; Eugene Goss, Harlan.
struction are considered_ high risk inI've known and heard Of some lowdustries and the rates are higher for - $239,000.00; Richard Cooper, Hazard.
$235,500.00; George Chad Perry, Paintdown characters in my day, but this
this type of business. At one time in the
sville, $214,966.31; Herbert Deskins.
one, reported by- telephone to an Inearly 1970s. sonic coal companies comPikeville, $214;500.00; Leland
dianapolis News columnist not long
pensation insurance cost a dollar for
Monhollon, Madisonville, $213,885.00;
ago,-is a- good candidate for taking the
each payroll dollar expended. This has
Jerry
Rhoads, Madisonville,
cake. The story was passed along to me
been reduced considerably since then.
$210,397.00; Grayson Johnson. Hindby- my friend out at Lynn Grove,
However, if remains one of the large
man, .$128,97.62; W. . W. Borchelt.
Crawford McNeely.
operating costs of thebusiness.
. •
Prestonsburg,$122,000.00.
"It was one of the sickest things I've
Black lung became a compensable inever seen,- the man told the columnist,
dustrial disease for the coal industry in
The top ten for 1979 were Goss,
David Mannweiler. on the telephone,
the late 1950s and really mushroomed-. $233„996.28; MOnhollon, $189,830.40;
explaining he didn't want his name usin the late 1960s and the 1970s when the
Friend, $181,625.00; Deskins.
ed. The situation was this:
federal government appropriated funds
$178,131.43; Cooper, $169,000.00; Smith.
On a particular morning, the man
to compensate miners who contracted
$168,750.00; Perry, $156,000.00; Earl
was driving on Indiana •37 to his job at
the disease in the early years black
Cole, Barobourville, $143,940.00;
the State Office Building. He was near
lung was generally recognized as a
Johnson, $214.720.00; and Burchett
an apartment complex when he saw a
conmensable factor.
$126,734.00.
pair of ducks flyaway from a pond near
During calendar year 1980, workers
the apartments and toward the
in
Kentucky . were awarded
highway.
$22,041,517.83 for disabilities from oc"I saw the female fly under an
cupational disease, about 95 percent of
Eldorado and I thought, Oh,_no,"
it for black lung.
said. -The duck was thrown out onto
In 1979 the total in awards was
the pavement so I stopped my car, put
$18.500.118.37. These figures were supon the flashers and went to see if I could
plied by the Kentucky Department of
help.
Labor where workers' compensation
Editor: cases were handled.
I would like to say :how much I apThe amount of the award to the
preciated the imaginative, entertaining
disabled worker is based on the amount
- and refreshing review of the movie,
or percentage of disability. For,lotal
Song of the South, written by KeneFOrdisability, the award is based on the
rester and appearing in the-February 4
average weekly wage per week in KenMurray Ledger dt Times.
tucky..
Mr. Forrester always does a very
The 1980 legislature made an imporgood job of reviewing movies,. but I
tant change in the awards for partial
have never enjoyed ohe more than this.
permanent disability. After -July IS,
He captures the vernacular of the Uncle
1990 the awardowas limited to 425 weeks
Remus stories and uses it to enlighten
instead of a lifetime. Industry had been
his readers, in a humorous way, on
fighting the lifetime award for permasome serious social and Political
nent partial disability for many years
changes of our day.
in the legislature, but had no success
I applaud Mr.. Forrester on an exuntil 1980 although some amendments
cellent review, and wish him many
to workers' compensation law was
more.
made every session.
In the late 1970, labor, business and
J. William Phillips
the legislature realized that some
1305 Wells Blvd.
clarification was absolutely necessary
Murray,KY 42071
to untangle the mess in the compensa44+444-444-44.444-444-0-4-444-4+++++44-4-44-444-444444

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

It Is Strange How Some People
Will React In A Fowl Situation

Letters To The Editor
Enjoys Column

R AlFIF

Thoughts
In Season

1

By Ken Wolf
Those who are dismayed by declining
interest.in. the liberal.arts in an.age
when education has become increasingly and predominantly "job-oriented"
Might find these worth from John
Sawhill,former "energy czar" and now
president of New York University, encouraging:
Liberal education implies as
- much an attitude toward learning
as a specific course of study, and
thus its importance extends far
.beyond the formal disciplines
that compose its syllabus. The
liberal arts provide a context of
values that give meaning and
resonance to more narrow
• academic pursuits.
The only problem with Sawhill's
statement, taken from his article "The
Unlettered University" in the
February, 1979 issue of Harper's,is that
onlythose with a liberal arts education
are likely to be persuaded by it.
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The Story Of

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Looking back we would make no big changes of what has
gone on before.'.--Of course, there have been mistakes of judgment,
however we feel that which has been accomplished far outbalances
the errors. We know of no other place in the world where neighbors
can be more forgiving. They have been particularly generous.to
this observation post. It would take a book, and very likely it
will be, to record the goals we have achieved through the good
fortune of basing a country newspaper.- The.food- for thought has
been so abundant it would take a dinner table from here to Brandon's
Mill to bear witness to our feast of life.
We do not have any intention of lifting the lines from around'
our neck nor dropping the handles of a bull-tongued plow of life.
It is more a need to seek the shelter of sassafras bushes at the end
of every row nowadays, a practice not in harmony with our life
stxle nor in keeping with an abundant harvest. Maybe we can
Bed sufficient labor to keep the gears lubricated in the old
machines, tending to the less strenuous printing jobs, thus providing
sleep without counting sheep or heading for an aspirin bottle.
Maybe getting out an edition once in a while of the Murray Democrat just for the heck of it. Or the possibility of writing and publishing a book. We do not intend to day-dream but cultivate each
budding idea, giving it a chance to live, thus cashing in on retirement as if it were coupons attached to worthwhile bonds.
Highlights flash back tonight in gratitude. Among these are
those wonderful perfple who had.faith to invest in a felt,$10 shares
of stock in the Murray Democrat in the beginning. To the thousands who toldated our excesses and predicaments througii3Ithe
years. To the 1.39 boys Und girls in which we had more than a
casual interest to further their education by providing work schedules in harmony With their studies, and fostering purposes of life
beyond the materialistic realm. To the many less fortunate neighbors who needed a pilot when the fog of misfortune blinded the
sense of direction at the crossroads of life. We owe a deep sense
of gratitude for the opportunity to clear the path for them that
they may become constructive citizens.

To Be Continued

driver replied. Her said he took the duck
to the zoo, but it was already dead when
he arrived,so he didn't take it inside. "I
hated to see a good duck go to waste,so
I dressed it and put it in the freezer," he
said. .
"What a sick thing," the. would-be
+++
duck rescuer said. "That was one of the
The man said he was frantically sickest things I've ever seen. What a
thinking what he could Put over the inshame to take advantage of a situation
jured duck's head to calm her so he like that."
could drive to a nearby veterinarian.
He vowed "to pursue this thing. It
"Then this guy stopped his car, a simply was not right. I want to see if
dark green Saab, and asked if I needed
there is any legal way to get to that
help," the caller went on. "I asked if he
man."
had a blanket. The man said he worked
+++
at the Indianapolis Zoo and that he was
Ati official with the law enforcement
on his way to work so he'd take the duck division of the Indiana Department of
•
with him.
Natural Resources told the man who
"I wondered at the time why he was first stopped to aid the duck that the
going north on 37, because the zoo is the
man with the duck in his freezer "did do
other direction."
something illegal. Mere possession of
The state•worker insisted he wouldtie the duck violates the law."
happy to take the duck to the vet, but
"The biggest problem,though,is prothe other man was equally as insistent. ving he has it in his freezer. To get into
"Nice say* a duck with you,- was the
his freezer you need a search warrant.
last thing the man in the Saab said as he To get a search warrant you have to go
drove off with the bird.
before a judge. To gets judge to sit still
At work, the man called the zoo and to listen to. a fellow explain why he
asked if there was an employee with the
wants a search warrant to look for a
name given by the Saab driver. The zoo dFessed duck inn -a refrigerator is pretty
said no. Had an injured duck been
rough."
_
. .
brought in? No.the zoo said.
The officer went on to say it would be
+.+
up to the judge to determine- if there
"I was really upset," the man said. • wa1 enough evidence to. issue a search
warrant. If the duck was found and
"The duck looked like she was quite
identified, he added, the freezer-owner
savable. She wasn't bloody. I checked
with the zoo two more times, but the
could be charged with a Class B misdemeanor, which, he termed, was
duck never arrived. Then I called the
"similar to a traffic ticket."
Bureau of Motor Vehicles, checked on
+++
the man's license number/and got his
But the ironic twist of the whole story
address.
is that it happened during what was beHe called the Saab driver at,home
ing observed as "National Be Kind to
and identified himself.
Animals week." Apparently, the Saab
"How's the duck?" he asked.
driver - didn't figure that applied to
"It's dead," the man.said.
ducks.
"Where is it now"the caller asked.
How's that for a fowl situation!
"In my refrigerator," the Saab

Capitol Ideas

—548

Calloway County
1822-1976

"Her mate-was trying to be-protee-•
live and the female duck was trying to
fly. She had her head erect and her
wings out but her legs looked like they
had been hurt. She could only fly five
feet before she had to land again."

Reagan's Entertainment
By W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — As actor-'
turned-president, Ronald Reagan is finding -himself both the entertainment
and the guest of honor on the
Washington social circuit.
Take, for edample, the annual congressional dinner put on by the
Washington Press Club.
Background entertainment at the
cocktail party was the 1940s Reagan
film "King's Row," a gripping story
about a man who loses his legs-.
On a lighter note came Reagan the
president, arriving after dinner to join
in the traditional trading of one-liners
with members of Congress and the
press.
A few samples:
Rep. Claudine Schneider, R-RI. quipped,"Half of the people in Washiton
are waiting to be discovered, alid the
Other half are afraid they will be. One
week'you are Sri prime time, and the
next week you are doing time,so watch
It, fellows."
Rep. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn.,
teasing the president about his acting
past, said he would have to learn a new
vocabulary: "Congressional committees engage in markup, not makeup;
it's undersecretary, not understudy;
and HUD is a federal agency, not an old
Paul Newman movie."
And Reagan, alluding to the good will
that new presidents 4are traditionally
accorded, said, "If I'm on a honeymoon, then romance is dead in
Washington."
Every • president since Franklin
Roosevelt has addressed the
Washington Press Club, and most
presidents have shown up at the dinner
at least once.
Jimniy Carter came in 1977,just after
his election. That was the only time he
made it. At the 1978 affair, his press

secretary, Jody Powell, made this rash
promise: "He'll be here again before
the end of the first term."
There was a little lesson in spelling
and current events when the Senate In
telligence Committee held a confirmation hearing on Adm. Bobby Ray Inman, the new deputy director of the
CIA.
The day before, members of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
had been -surprised to learn that
• Reagan'S nominee to be deputy
secretary of state, William Clark, did
not know the names of the heads of
state of Zimbabwe and some other
countries.
So Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D'
N.Y., warned'Inman with mock sternness, "I'll put it to you straight. How do
you spell the name of the prime
minister of Sri Lanka?"
Inman, unfazed, proceeded to spell
out:"J-a-y-a-w-a-r-d-e-ne."
Don't give Inman too much credit,
though. He had been provided with the
Asian leader's name by a committee
staff member.
It was Moynihan who had it wrong.
J.R. Jayawardene is president of Sri
Lanka, not prime minister.

Bible Thought
• . .The Lord God, merciful
and gracious, longsuffering,
and abundant in goodness and
truth. Exodus 34:6,
Our God is also as strict as
hell. Men and women have to
decide which path they will
pick: choose life, choose
Christ; choose goodness.

The special school tax for the
Calloway County School District went
down in defeat yesterday, losing by a
margin of 198 votes. The final vote was
1146 for the tax measure and 1344
against it.
Deaths reported 4nclude Mrs. Mary
Alice Tidwell.
Larry Stinker, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. R. A. Stinker, 1.2Fan Tinsley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Tinsley, and Betty Jo
Ward, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Ward, all of Murray High School, have
been named to the 1971 Kentucky All
State Orchestra,
Barbara Brittain, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Brittain, senior at
Calloway County High School, and Amy
Wilson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Wilson, senior at Murray High School,
have been selected for the Good Citizenship award given annually by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolutidn.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Shelton on Feb. 7,
and a boy to Maj. and Mrs. William K.
Hudson on Jan. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel CraWford of Lynn
Grove will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with an open
house at the home of their son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Crawford, on Feb. 16. Their anniversary is on Feb. 10.

20 Years Ago
The Murray State College Board of
Regents approved a resolution to name
a men's dormitory Pow under construction on the campus for the late Lee
Clark, former state representative
from Calloway Conty.
•
The interior of the house at 203 South
Second Street, owned by Lowry Parker
and occupied by Travis Cauley, was
gutted by fire on the morning of Feb.8.
Army Capt. Vernon F. Curd, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford B. Curd, Dexter,
recently completed the senior officer
aviation logistics course at the
- Transportation School,Fort Eustis, Va,
The First Methodist Church will
begin using the new sanctuary on Feb.
12, according to the Rev. Walter
Mischke, Sr., pastor, and T. Waldrop,
chairman of the building committee.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Roach will
celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary with an open house at their home
...on Benton Route6 on Feb. 19.
Chuck roast is listed at 49 cents per
pound in the ad for Parker's Food...,..
Market.

30 Years Ago
Prayer bells for the community rang
yesterday for the World Day of Prayer
program sponsored by the Council of
United Church Women and held at the
College Presbyterian Church, according to Mrs. C. B.,Crawford, program
chairman.
Deaths reported include John Ed
Emerson,infant boy.
B. W.Edmonds was elected president
of the Extension Committee at the
meeting_ held at the office of County
Agent S. V. Foy. Other officers elected
were Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale and Mrs.
Hollis Roberts.
Carlos Erwin was awarded his
,degree- at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign,Ill.
Mrs. Harlan Midges was the speaker
at the Layman's League of the First
Christian Church.
The Butterworth Clinic has moved
from the Peoples Bank building to its
new offices at 607 Main Street, according to Dr. A.D.Butterworth and staff.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 10, the 41st
day of 1981. There are 324 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 10, 1962, the Soviet Union exchanged captured American U-2 pilot
Gary Powers for a Soviet spy held by
the United States.
On this date:
In 1763, France ceded Canada to
England as the French and Indian War
ended.
In 1828, Simon Bolivar, the South
American revolutionary, became ruler
of Colombia.
In 1846, members of the Mormon faith
began an exodus to the West from Illinois.
And in 1964, the House of Representaives passed the most far-reaching
civil rights bill ever considered by Congress.
Ten years ago: Cambodia's head of
state, Lon Nol, suffered a stroke that
paralyzed his right side.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford ordered a review of bribery and
other illegal activities by American
corporations and executives in fnceign
'
countries.
One year ago: President Carter
defeated Sen. Edward Kennedy in the
Democratic caucus in Maine, the first
of four contests on the senator's home
turf.
Today's birthday. Opera singer
Leontyne Price is 54.
Thodght for today: Nothing can harnim
a good man, either in life or death Socrates, Greek philosopher 1 469 B.('. 399 BC,),
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Valentine's Day Values
Fireside
Cookies
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Valentine's
Showcase
Cards

8 oz.
Chocolate Chip,
Oatmeal or Assorted
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Deran
Valentine
Chocolates ,4
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

36's or 42's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

9c

Valentine
Conversation
Hearts

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

9 oz bag
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

REVCO COUPON

Saran
Wrap
feet

$ 99

30% more = 15 tree
(65' total)
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discount price

Discount prices on cologne and gift items.
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Tidbits
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Reddi
Trash
Bags
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Cold Formula
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23 Gallon 16 Count
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discount price
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Vitamin E
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

The American Dream Kitchen
By BARISAKA MAYER
AP Nlevisleatares
Judging from sonic new statistics, the American dream
kitchen has a microwave oven,
plastic laminate countertops,
vinyl flooring, an electric range
and a self-cleaning oven.
It's in traditional style although modern is coming up
fast I and it cost about $7,900 to
create out of an old, cramped
kitchen with a poor layout and
inadequate counter and storage
space
At least that's the picture
that emerged when the American Institute of Kitchen Dealers
surveyed its 1,200 members on
consumer preferences t Only 20
percent of the dealers filled out
questionnaires, but the results
are still considered statistically
sound_ )
Those attending a seminar in
New York, where the statistics
were discussed, also learned
that Americans are staying put
in homes and renovating the
kitchen more than they used to.
The old pattern of trading up to
a better house appears to be diminishing because of increasing
costs
Most customers for new
kitchens appear to start out
with unrealistic expectations
when they meet their kitchen
planner for the first time Two
thirds bring no rough sketch or
flOor plan, 88 percent have no
photos or ideas of kitchens they
Like, and 54 percent have an unrealistic idea of how much the
whole thing is going to cost.
The old division of labor between the sexes still seems apparent, since the majority of

husbands are consulted only
waxen it conies to finances 88 2
percent), and layout and design
54 7 percent) Only 30 7 percent of husbands are involved
in color selection, 44 3 percent
play a rule in appliance selections
Most families finance their
new kitchen with personally -arranged funds or a home-uhprovernent loan Other methods
of paying for the renuy anon include refinancing the mortgage
and borrowing front a credit
union
Typically, a renovation project includes removal of old cabinets 88 3 percent ), installation
of new cabinets and countertops )100 percent ), Installation
of plumbing I 817 percent ) and
lighting )80 percent i, fixtures
percent),
and appliances 82)
and electrical and plumbing
nioddications 186 percent
Floor coverings are installed in
64.2 percent of the jobs and
new wall coverings in 48 3 percent.
According to kitchen dealers,
traditional kitchen cabinetry
and design features are most
popular But contemporary designs with natural oak cabinets
and plastic laminate countertops are becoming more popular Light colors and wood and
tarth tones are most often chosen
Today's consumer is more
adventurous when it comes to
kitchen design,said Ellen Clieever, an AIXD member from
Sacramento, Calif, who also
conducts courses in kitchen design_
'Clients want a room that
looks great and works. They

expect cabinets to fit the cook,
shelves to fit their supplies and
a roan to ht the family," she
said. Convenience features like
no-wax, sheet-vinyl floors and
laminate surfaces are usually
sought
But when it conies to the usual, they seek a design that
makes a personal statement
With more two-career families,
the kitchen LS a night space
shared by husband and wife, often with children who cook, too,
she said
The types of special features
desired vary But the AIKD
stud) turned up a number that
are popular extras. Among
them are an eating area in the
Kitchen )65 5 percent ). a pantry
58 7 percent ). storage shelves
that roll out )59.5 percent), and
lazy Susans to take advantage
of corner space 76 7 percent)
Also in demand, but to a lesser
extent, are wine racks, baking
centers, a planning desk, a
built-in breadboard and a place
for spices_
Not surprising, with all the
small electric appliances Americans are encouraged to buy, is
the demand for a small appliance-storage center

The kitchen of the future may
differ radically from today, ac
cording to Albert F Kmunel,
vice president and general
numager of the Quaker Maid
division of Tappan Co
Since existing major appliances probably cannot meet
mandated energy-efficiency requirenients for 1985 in his opinion, there may be changes in
appliances that could result in
new kinds of cabinetry
Kimmel predicted that microwave ovens, currently in only
14 percent of American homes,
will be in most kitchens of the
future He also foresaw the
corning of the computer to the
kitchen.
One firm already has a dishwasher that makes use of a
self-contained computer to
diagnose the problem when
something goes wrong, he said
Ttus development should soon
be a feature of other major appliances, in his opinion.
The kitchen, which has been
the center of many American
homes 111 the past and present,
seems unlikely to diminish in
importance in the years to
come,concluded participants at
the seminar

Here's the Answer Eig
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We moved Into our
house seven years ago. It is located over a crawl space which
is enclosed but has vents in it.

Only
Hunter
makesthe
OriOnal
CNdeWme
Ceiling
Fan

We were having trouble with
too much moisture coming into
our floors from the crawl space
and we took a number of recommended steps to correct the
condition. It did so to a considerable extent, but the moisture
still comes up from the ground.
We were told that this could be
eliminated if we placed tar paper or plastic sheets over the
soil, but have had differing
opinions about which is better_
What is your opinion?
— Polyethylene ground
covers are generally considered
the best material for placing
over the soil in crawl spaces.
Place the sheets of plastic on
the ground, which should be
fairly smooth. The sheets
should be lapped about 4
inches, with sand placed on the
lapped areas to hold them in
place. Since you have
enclosures, carry the sheets
right on up the walls, also about
4 inches, again using sand to
hold them in place. To cut down
on the number of joints, get as
wide rolls as are available.

Since 1386
Q. — We have some patio
furniture made mostly of steel.
The surfaces are beginning to
get rusty ma few places where
the paint has worn off. How
can we treat the metal to prevent future rust?
A. — Use a wire brush and
scraper to remove loose rust
and paint. A detergent and water will take off any oil or
grease, but be sure to rinse
thoroughly. While it is not always necessary, priming the
metal will help the finish coat
to last indefinitely. When the
primer is thoroughly dry, apply
one or two coats of one of the
paints that have rust-resistant
ingredients. They now come in
decorator colors.

Truckload Sale
on

Q. — We want to insulate a
wall in which the spaces between the studs are only 14
inches apart on center rather
than the regular LE inches. We
want to use-mineral wool batts.
How. do we fit them in?
A. — Cut the insulation about
one inch wider than the space
to be fWed. Staple the remaining flange, then pull the vapor
barrier on the other side to its
stud. Staple through the barrier
near its edge.

Hunter Ceiling Fans
(Just Received)
36' & 52"
NOW AT...

PICKENS
Supply Company

753-6822

901 Arcadia

QUALITY
MERCHANDISE..
DISCOUNT
PRICES...
HELPFUL
PERSONNEL...

Q. — We have had some insulation balls delivered to our
attic. The batts have the usual
vapor barrier, which I have
been told must be facing the
warm side of the house, but the
balls have some kind of paper
on the other side. What is this
and should it be left on?
A. — The instructions that
come with the batts should
have told you — and probably
did — that this is what is
known as "breather" paper. It
is intended only to protect the
insulation fibers during shipment and installation. lilt is to
be exposed, strip if off after the
bets are in place.

second floor plan

DESCRIBED BY THE ARCHITECT AS A "modest Tudor
with a massive look.- this home is about the size of many
modest Cape Cods built around the country. It has 1,078
square feet on the first floor and 1,131 on the second Plan
HA1190M has three bedrooms and 2' baths For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to Master Plan Service, 89 East Jericho Tpke.,
Mineola, N.Y. 11501.
I

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.
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FINISHING
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REG. $31.95

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR THE DELUXE
MODEL INSTALLATION
INCLUDES
WARM MAGIC UNIT
WITH ANTIQUE BRASS
GLASS DOORS!
COMPLETE FAN UNIT!
OUTSIDE AIR KIT!
CHIMNEY!
TOP FLASHING!
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TRIPLE WALL PIPE!
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1Practical instructions and
advice on insulating an attic,
including sketches, are detailed
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Save
Money by Insulating," available toy sending 50 cents PLUS
a long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477, Huntington, N Y
11743.
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AMERICA'S Hosr
(fry cleaner kw carpcts.
200 E. Main 753-8201

MURRAY SUPPLY CO. &
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC

*

SALE
$2795

Get more
WHEN SOMETHING GOES WRONG AT
HOME, EITHER PLUMBING OR ELECTRICAL OUR STAFF IS READY AND
EAGER TO HELP OUT. YOU'LL FIND
EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN ONE
LOCATION. FROM WATER HEATERS
TO DELTA FAUCETS FROM FIXTURES
TO LIGHT BULBS. WE HAVE IT ALL, IN
ONE LOCATION. COME SEE US WITH
YOUR NEXT PROBLEM.

The Wenn Magic Fireplace
by Majestic features stove,
like efficoency with optiOnal
fan Exclusive Fire-Wrap
technology with dual room
• circulation patterns
• Easy to install
• UL Es!no
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Vacations for Two to ORLANDO
‘
ee`re--24

NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

INCLUDES:

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)Kennedy Space
Center• Cypress Gardens. Stars Hall of Fame

FREE- Two Vacations for Two:

11111
llff

•
Arewilks-e
eines••s.a.e.

•••

TO The HOLIDAY INN HOLIDOME® RESORT CENTER
WITH COMPLETE
INDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES
Includes: Double room •Continental breakfast in bed for two
• Buffet
brunch for two• Candlelight dinner for two•Gift snack-pac
kers
& cheeseball) • Use of all Holidome facilities • All (crac
taxes and
gratuities.• Friday evening through check-out time Sunda
y. Children
& teens free (when sharing room with parents).

çc

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCH
ANTS

'c?1?

$100 Savings Account From Peoples Bank!

THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS OF THE NEWSPAPER
Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

BE A WINNER!
YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS'

4

--atifiLa-11 A MA 110

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST- RULES
1 YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
5 THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
you V4iSh the areas participating business s
'WEEK OF THIS 10.WEEK PROGRAM
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clear(Al Each week the fonowing witi be awarded
ly print your name, address and phone number
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CERon the YOUR CHANCE provided by each par
TIFICATES. (Total cat $30000 or Pro
liciparing business and this Newspaper
gram I All -*inners must redeem this
5C,Ipt no later than 7 days after the of
ficial end of this Program
2 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY You must be an
P Six 550 00 U S Savings Bonds ITotal of
adult Entries are iimited to one per adult per
$30000 or the Program)
visit Employees of this Newspaper are not engi
le) IN ADDITION FLORIDA VACATION WIN
tile to play
NERS
be selected from drawings du'
mg 10th week of the program All winners
3 ENTER OFTEN. There wiii be one or more win
must use these vacations within 3 months
ners each week The Odds of winning depend on
after the end of the Program I
the. number of entries Since this program is
ICON ADDITION THE WINNERS OF THE
strictly local in nature the odds are more
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be Selected from
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Na
drawings the 5th and 10th weeks
tionwide program
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED
Unclaimed prizes wiii not be awarded All en
4 EACH ENTRY must be on the YOUR
CHANCE
trieS become the property of this Newspaper
REGISTRATION as provided and must be
and none wilt be returned
legibly written or hand printed Machine
duplication or mechanically reproduced entries
7. Some Travel Dates Not Available
wilt be declared void
• ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE.
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED

Look For Participating Merchants On The Next
Three Pages Winners From This Weeks Drawing
Will Be Listed In Next Tuesday's Advertisement.
Register Today And Watch For Your Name Next
Tuesday!

•
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SUPER
DRUGGIST
--

BB

Creative Printers, Inc

/6// —

DISCOUNT SHOES
Boys Et Men's
Converse Hi Tops Poly

/

We've Moved..

*8-16

r.

121 Bypass Murray, K Y 42071

Ladies Dress Boots

but we're still dedicated to

$10-*15

giving our customers a

Ladies First Quality
Winter Stock

quality job at a fair price.

20% Off
We'll Save The Day With:
* Fast FREE Delivery
* 1 5 00 Cash Discount On
Prescriptions
* Complete Insurance & Tax
Records
*Emergency Service Provided

Large Inventory Of Name Brand
Carpets & Vinyls
Your Full Service
Floor Covering Dealer

Locally owned & Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER
So. 4th

HOLLAND DRUGS

753-6660I

East Side Ct. Sq.
Downtown Murray 753-1462

Drop by for a visit and

troCt.
-

Ladies Name Brand ID's
Samples Et Factory Returns
— 8699
Ladies Et Mens Western
Boots Texas Boots Et
=Acme FD Boots 830°Ind Up

let us show you our new
facilities.

If you can't

come by,give us a call at

New Shipment Every Friday
Open At 12:00 Noon
Mon.-Thurs. 10:00-5:00
Fri. 12:00-7:00
Sat. 10:00-5:00
Across From Dixieland
Center 1303 Chestnut

753-2285
We

will

pick

up and

deliver.
•

CoasttoCoast
TOTAL HARDWARE
Sale

as,

$

Oriel.
Elect6c sethngs
VAE.6430 tabt,c
thOde% cvc1es & 3iabrcs
1ng
ot Lines even
5 dry all types
csihndet
• hanct1e
capaotv
Bog Wads lastexhaust tot.
• bu110,
4-visav dryng t3-Wav
F1e-mble
• energysaYng
Wet
dtvets)puh-out hnt
gas
Easy-to-c1ean
nest"'
on
the
i catches even

/
A

,.....-

1
1 00

Master-mug
22 Long Rifle
Shells
opper clad bullet
50-pack
6011-0022f2)

$1 50

Laundry.
Basket
By Fkno

4.
*1
0
44:

SOc
Morris Refrigeration

Bag Of 3

.
4•

NH -Tee dish sponge and soap
saver for washing dishes and
non-stick cookware. 103-1038

Central(safer
Hwy. 641 N.
PA. 7534604

4009

0

Op,.9 to 9 Mon.-Sot.
15.6 Son.
PRICES GOOD THROUGH SUNDAY

•
• •

Archway
•
Quick Stop ••
•
• STOP
Beats
•
ALL Music
Store Prices
In Murray.
•
•
•
ARCHWAY
QUICK

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

FOOD
SHOPPE

ste

Another bright idea:

Hwy 641 N
753-1673

The Lowest Prices On
Name Brand Equipment Like The
Complete Line Of Jensen, Pioneer,
Sansui.

Archway does not sell
seconds...
Tapes
We sell first
Albums
quality
Stereo Equipment
LL NAME BRAND
equipment
and prices
that nobody
can beat.
—FREE GAS SPECIAL —
Buy a single tope or album at Archway Low Price
of $6.99 and you get $1.00 FREE GAS. If you
have to come bock for something ordered get
$2.00 free gas: You can't afford to pass up
deals like these.

•

INSTANT
REBATES*
Don't MISS our big Chic* Day

. Magnavox Annual Sale.
Money-back is a bright idea any time! And duriiig this
sensational Magnavox Annual Sale, get instant cash
back on selected TVs and stereos!

S.

•Rebates avaiable in form of cash or discount off price.

The King of Clubs
The SI r Job has it lot
riller For or* SO(to a thriven
dedurter I auelmakt ails 110I11 vrxtr r-her-kinp any-tont vret (.111
poen (err t tub are I gertel the fallen's

The M (:14Ab saves you money.
For rryembers there are no ntorefily server r Itiropts on
personal r het
iS) (mints Ito nitninium balance require!rents, and err personalized(-necks and detxrses tickets In
wicker-tri. thert•
re" h„trife04
rnenithers lot traveler's r'fiecks
cashier's r her ks rnovir•\ orders aryl see, 1)0yr-tient orders
Notary serve Tr% rem1
w
ohs servs cr. kir 111111VIIIiIldi
dricuntents ,Ire also free-

Saturday 3-7-81 8:00

10 free chicks with bag of Purina chick
starter. Extra chicks can be purchased.

kin);

The 14 Club Insures you and your family.
WOrrkiwIde.-24 how, on rind 'Althe tot, ff0141 11011. under
wrteen by tharlford A« eerie and lore:1min, f orte.111V IS free tr,
members Ask us kw re•tarls

Phone or come in today and sign up for
chicks. On Chick Day we will have your
chicks and all the supplies you need.
Bring your own chick box.

Benefhs for Junior and senior citizens.
Every baby born to a ,n.rnix-r is ereitlerl toe 55 lk r .,kts logs
431-001UOI Merflirt, v.1K,.1re t.r, or(*III .11`11i have SIM at SlY
cheeks deposer(' direr Its \sal r« eISIC a St I
rerfur lk)11 in Mc

monthly rnenitierstui„ enjoin today.
To bet-one a rvernt Cr of theM,kat Slinp15 slop fly any ot
our three kaations anit sign up for the tong or clubs—the st
(k)ti

BankofMurray

Buchanan Feed
& Seed
Family Flock Headquarters
Industrial Rd.
753-5378

Model 4243-- Ideal for any room in the house, this
19diagonal
color
portable
features
Videomatie . Touch Tuning and Remote Control

LAWCii's
CAB Music)

753-7575

DIXIELAND CENTER

•••...10
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SPRING
MERCHANDISE
ARRIVING
DAILY

A4OUNCING

STEELEALLBRITTEN
Is Now The Factory Authorized

TAPPAN SERVICE
CENTER

FINAL
MARKDOWN

With A Complete Line Of Tappan Parts
Our Service Dept. Is Headed By

ON FALL
AND WINTER
SPORTSWEAR

EARL LOVETT
With Over 15 Yrs. Experience
As A Tappan Serviceman.
W• Neve A Complete
Eine Of Tappan
Appliances

At Competitive
Prices
As Always At

Use Our 24 Hr. Phones
Days
753-5341
Nights
354-6956
753-8766

WE SERVICE ALL TAPPAN PRODUCTS WHETHER
PURCHASED HERE OR NOT!

HOURS
9:30-5:00 M-S

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd

753-5341

cw

Genuine.

-""

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

•••/:
s
i
titiby

WHITE CLOUD

BATHROOM TISSUE
4 Roll

Pkg.

With S10.00 Additional
Order Excluding
Tobacco and Dairy Product:

Bei-Air Shopping Ctr.

jot

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

MARGARIN
P
E

Th<
L1e mut

.,
f
•A[Ar. •

••

I LB. QUARTERS

Take alook at a genuine Ashley
Wood Heater and get a genuine
Farmer's Almanac FREE!

494

Since 1905, genuine Ashles Wood
Heaters have been America's fas-once
house warmer And the Old Farmer's
Almanac has been Arnenca's fasonte
tor even longer Take a look at tuday's
Ashless
Wood Heaters, Woodburn
mg Furnaces, and Fireplace Inserts.
and well give you a 1981 Farmer's Al
manac free.
Offer good while supplies last

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

•-0;
1111."'
1981
2
, •1 11'
44)17.5

je..a!MKT eons
r
t
i 4
.?
4
AM
1111=
1
1
4n
Rak
t

$229

These Items Good Wed. 11th Thru Tues. 17th
I LB. BAG

Now At

1,Check Tomorrow's Paper For
More Storey's Food Giant Specials

Purdoms Furniture
202 S. 5th

753-4372

SINGER

Get up and
go power

VALENTINE
SPECIAL
Sweetheart
Chair

HONDA CB900
CUSTOM

Starts
Thursday

An exquisite

After being closed for
3 days we will reopen
Thursday, February
12th.
We invite you to stop
in and see our new look
and all new Spring Merchandise

chair at an
exceptional
price. Woven
of sturdy rattan.
Victorian styling

There's never been anything like it!
Hondo stop custom has 900 cc power
o dual ronge five-speed t ransmission. shaft drive air suspension
le disc brakes You • ••,
and trip.

Reg $44.99

5110"E
os9110

cruising in

9
99
Special $2

s!-!r 1

HONDA C6750
CUSTOM

All Other Victorian
Style Rattan Reduced

A classy
customized machine with o
, wprful 749 cc DOHC four-cylinder
16 valve engine. ComStary wheels
and a low contoured seat
Go in style and comfort I

25%
•Etageres
•Trunks

111egi.ler For Fret' MI.r1111111111.1.

•Stools
•Headboards

_
Unique Valentine Gifts
ck-t S
For That Special Person 0 • if1,4,0-,

Murr(1'9 5eWin9 Center
•'FA,'„

Sale prices Good
Thru Feb. 14th

Bel Air Shopping Center
502 753 5323
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Is

7117"
"
SINGER
antall ITIldel,
oo
IrZnr
.•Tryongl.
.
t arm. C
'
'
,to.nol and ''''
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\
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--- Overby Honda
1101 S. 416 Murray

IS3-4011S

BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY
M F 108.
SAT 10 6SUN IS
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"BID FOR BARGAINS"

142
9?,7o,p

The Biggest Radio Flea
Market You've Ever Heard

Mirrray Ledger & Times

1:00
ts.
i
tw
,tc

"FAMILY SUNFEST"

Noo

The Home of

INCLUDES:

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS• ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD • 16 PASSES

DISNEY
WORLD

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)Kennedy Space Center• Cypress Gardens•Stars

Call Twice
A Day
9:30 & 1:05

Hall of Fame

TWICE A DAY YOU'LL HAVE A CHANCE TO CALL 753-2400
AND BID FOR APPLIANCES MICROWAVE OVENS, FURNITURE, VACATIONS. HAIR STYLINGS. MEALS & MUCH
imucH MORE! DON'T MISS "BID FOR BARGAINS" BEGINNING FEB. 2ND.

SPONSORED BY

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT OR REJECT ANY BID'

Mtierray Ledger & Times
AND

PARTICIPATING

man was

MERCHANTS

• a•

•

•

Yours, Mine and Ours

•

Wdel

ROSES ARE RED
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
ANYTHING RED
IS A SAVINGS
TO YOUI

Murray's Nearly New Shop
Also
Maternity Fashions
117 S. 4th Street

,

•a

Ra4pLrry
Counted
Cross
Stitch

Valentine Special

Only

*Aida
',Needles
•Thick Toweling
*Lots & Lots of
Books

Sale Items not included

5 Off

4

Any maternity
item with Red

the count
It 00i
pointless

Latest Craft
New in this area:

,
14!

In Maternity
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"SERVING THE JACKSON PURCHASE"
-06
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OFFER ENDS FEB.14TH

*Frames
*Hardanger
•Complete Line
ofDMC Floss

Feb. 12-13-14
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really grt
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20% Off On All
1:r(ns Stitch Supplivs

5Ia• Witt
Come By and Register For

20.00 Gift Certificate To Be
Given Away Feb. 14, 3 p.m.
Need Not Be Present To Win
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FINAL 1)
CLEARANCE

If

11
MAYFIE

On All
Fall & Winter
Merchandise

la

1/
3 off
One Group

Sunset
Boulevard
Music
DIXIELAND CENTER NO 7
CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 507 753-0113

:04 KEN WOOD
14,1

YOUR KENWOOD HOME AJDIO DEALER

Spring Merchandise

Town & Country
Yamaha

TOWN ek COUNTRY
0
DRESS SHOP

Hwy.94 East, Murray, Ky.
753-8078

1304 CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 8:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
PHONE 753-8365
MURRAY, KY. 42071
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* At The Movies -* Mrs. Barkley Says
(11*.e•ws Of Curront Moviits At Murray Thettfros)
By KENT FORRESTER

First Family Falls Flat
was prepared to like First
Family, especially after
Newsweek called it a "splendid farce." But then Gene
Siskel of PBS's Sneak
Previews worried me when he
said that it was "one of the
dumbest and most tasteless
comedies ever to come out of
Hollywood."
As much as I hate to agree
with Siskel, I'm afraid that he
is far closer to the truth than
Newsweek is.
But what potential this
movie had before the camera
started rolling! In a role that
was made to order for his
comic talents, Bob Newhart
was hired to play the President. Then Gilds Radner,
fresh off a successful onewoman Broadway show, signed on to play the virgin nymphomaniac (sounds like a contradiction in terms, doesn't
it?) daughter of the President.
Then the producer got
Madeline Kahn, one of my
favorite comediersies, to play
the stuffy, dipsomaniac wife
of the President. Harvey Korman was then hired to play the
Ambassador to the U. N. And
finally, Buck Henry was tapped to write the screenplay
and direct the film.
So how could the film
possibly miss with that
lineup? Here's how:
It could use stale jokes
about the Vice-President. You
know, the kind that point out
how useless and invisible he's
become since becoming VicePresident. I suppose that someone like Tip O'Neil might
still find Vice-President jokes
funny, but surely no one else in
the country does.
It could satirize long,
pointless, boring political
speeches by having Newhart
make long, pointless, boring
political speeches. Surely
there must be a better way of
satirizing boring speeches
than by boring your audience.
It could under-utilize great
comic talents like Madeline
Kahn, Richard Benjamin, and
Fred Willard — and then not
give Korman or Newhart
anything to work with.
It could take the President
and his entourage to Africa
and then haul out dusty thirtyyear-old jokes about African
natives. Remember those
really great gags that showed

Copier on
the blink?

Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plan paper copier
The 990 has all of the'most
wanted" features of machines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies,
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper, including overhead transparencies and labels

Call us today

116 NORTH 7Th
HAYFIELD
247-5912

a couple of white men — usually Abbott and Costello — sitting in a water-filled black pot
watched over by a cannibal
smacking his lips. That's the
level the African comic
episodes are on in First Family.
Naturaly, not everything in
the movie is flat. There's some
faintly clever satire on a hip
preacher, who prays for the
First Family with "Hey man,
this is one First Family that's
got its s— together." But then
I'm partial to satire on hip
preachers.
And perhaps you might get
a charge out of what Variety
calls the movie's "racist offensiveness." In one scene,
the President's wife, trying to
impress an African ambassador with her advanced
racial views, says that when
blacks visit the White House
and "get dressed up, my my
they look so nice." And President Link, who is having trouble learning a few words of an
African language, says of his
lack of language ability, "I
flunked Spanish in high
school, and my god,even Mexicans can speak Spanish."
But the movie's "racist offensiveness" doesn't bother
me as much as its comic
flatness. Actually, I'm rather
pleased to see that the handsoff policy concerning blacks in
comedies and satires is beginning to weaken. It always
struck me as a kind of paternalism anyway.
Besides, almost anything is
excusable in a comedy except
dullness. Satiric comedies, at
any rate, aren't obligated to
be fair, polite, sensible, racist,
or non-racist. They're only
obligated to be funny. This one
is offensive only because it's
dull.
Blame Buck Henry, who
wrote and directed the movie.
First Family is rated R due
to mid-level four-letter
language and adult situations.
The only thing naked is a
statue of an excited male god,
but part of that statue moves.

HARLINGEN, Texas ( AP)
— Bill Haley, who skyrocketed
to fame with what was considered the first big rock 'n'
roll hit and faded into
obscurity as fans crowned
Elvis Presley king of the new
era, has died, apparently of a
heart attack.
Haley's "Rock Around the
Clock" blared from jukeboxes
in the 1950s as teens
discovered a new beat and a
new,defiant identity.
Friends and police in this
Rio Grande Valley town where
Haley lived in semi-seclusion
for the past several years said
the man credited with inspiring the term -rock 'n'
roll" died a private man,
perhaps lonely and confused.
Haley was pronounced dead
at 12:35 p.m. Monday in his
two-story wooden house. A
friend had found him lying fully clothed on a bed.
Justice of the Peace Tommy
Thompson ruled that the death
was from natural causes and
said he assumed Haley had
suffered a heart attack about
six hours earlier.
The former rock star was 55
according to a July 6, 1925, bir-

TAKE 2 ASPIRIN
AND CALL US IN
THE MORNING
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
During the month of January and February, Bennett & Associates will put special emphasis on
writing Hospital Insurance for individuals...Bennett & Associates specializes in
Group Insurance. listed below are a few employers who insure their employees through
Bennett & Associates:
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
P.S.R. Computer Services
WSJP Radio Station

Coll Bowmen & Associates for rotes ea so Iniliviclool policy(woo snoop).

211/ AtiAl I A1121 r

mon of my husband and I want
people to know that."
-1 think he has respect for
women as whole people," she
said. • tl think he has more attraction for women's minds
than otherwise. That's why I
work with him. He respects
my intelligence, he respects
my opinions."
Mrs. Barkley, a Paducah
Tilghman valedictorian in
1964 and a Vassar College
honors graduate, said that is
part of the reason she believes
the sex harassment charges
have been trumped up to
discredit Barkley.
"I don't think anything he
did in the office was
misunderstood,"
Mrs.
Barkley said. She said her
husband "is a clown" who
likes to joke around.
The Barkleys say they
believe the charges may be a
result of a conspiracy among
top state officials, including
the governor and Justice
Secretary Neil Welch, to
neutralize what Mrs. Barkley
says is her husband's politically potent name.
Mrs. Barkley said they have
no proof of a conspiracy, but
Barkley said in one speech
that he suspected Welch of
bugging his phones, for example.
Mrs. Barkley rejected the
notion that the Barkleys are
becoming paranoid about the
matter.
"We have tried very hard to
use our intelligence to piece
the facts together as they
come to us. We don't know the
whole story, but ... it's like a
dotted line picture. We have
all the dots; we don't have all
the connections," she said.
She said some of the "dots"
include auditing of their 1978
income tax returns by the Internal Revenue Service, sexharassment complaints to the
Personnel Department, and
the Justice Department taking
over an Agriculture Department investigation of possibly
inflated travel vouchers — all
in rapid succession last surnmer.

Rock 'N' Roll Pioneer Dead

ARE YOU SICK?

•••".1,,,,
••••••

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Tons Barkley says negative
publicity and worry are taking
their toll on her family, but
says she LS determined to help
her embattled husband,
Agriculture Commissioner
Alben Barkley II.
Mrs. Barkley began sharing
the spotlight with her husband
after charges that he and two
other male Agriculture
Department officials sexually
harassed a female employee.
They face a state personnel
board hearing Feb. 24.
In recent weeks, Mrs.
Barkley has accompanied her
husband on television and at
news conferences, advising
him and helping write his
speeches.
"It's the kind of thing that
consumes your life," she said
recently. "You think about it
during the day, you dream
about it, you wake up thinking
about it ... it makes it hard to
be a good parent."
"Your nerves are just shot,"
-she said. "It's like being under
seige."
AS for the Barkleys' three
young children, she said,
"Thank God they are not old
enough to know what this is
about.
Mrs. Barkley advised her
husband in the decision to take
the offensive, and she helped
write a 45-minute speech that
signalled that the Barkelys
were ready to fight.
She had accompanied
Barkley earlier to the office of
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. when
the two discussed changes in
the Agriculture Department.
Brown later took control of
state promotional and
marketing activities away
from the department, a move
Barkley has said he will fight
in court.
Mrs. Barkely also appeared
on a Lexington television
question-and-answer session
with her husband.
"It's been very stressful for
him and for me,too," she said.
"He's just needed me to stand
by him. He's needed publicly
for me to show that I support
him. I have a very high opi-

Haley Hit With Apparent Heart Attack

(of the high cost of your hospital insurance)

City of Murray
Cain's AMC-Jeep
Crass Furniture

Publicity, Worry
Takes Toll On Family

thdate on his Texas drivers
license. Music reference
books listed his birthdate as
March 1927, which would
make him 53.
The funeral home in charge
of arrangements said Monday
that Haley's widow had banned release of any information,
including the names of his survivors, believed to include two
children.
In the five or six years he
lived here, Haley refused interviews and denied his identity to reporters.
"He tried to keep a low profile," said Police Chief Guy
Anderson.
Haley became acquainted
with several policemen, who
frequently picked him up
wandering alone at night and
took him home.
"He was friendly with me
but he was not an outgoing individual," Thompson said.
"He had problems."
William John Clifton Haley
Jr. was born in Highland
Park, Mich., to a musical
family. His mother, a church
organist, and his father, who
played banjo, encouraged him
to learn the guitar.
He deliberately mixed
rhythm and blues with country music and rechristened his
band Bill Haley and the Comets in 1952.
Haley's "Rock-a-Beatin'
Boogie" included the line,
"Rock, rock, rock, everybody,
roll, roll, roll, everybody,"
and some believed that lyric
inspired disc jockey Alan
Freed to dub the emerging
musical style rock 'n' roll.

"Rock Around the Clock"
became the theme for the
movie "Blackboard Jungle"
in 1955 and shot Haley's group
to fame.
The following year, Elvis
Presley recorded his first hit,
"Heartbreak Hotel," and
scored hit after hit to claim
the crown of "King of Rock."
Haley's fame seemed to die
almost as swiftly.
By 1958, both Haley —
gentlemanly, thiryish, plump,
with a curl in the middle of his
forehead — and his music
were considered oldfashioned,
His trademark song returned 20 years later as the movie
theme for "American Graffiti" and the "Happy Days"
TV series.

Deatv
By Abigail Van Buren

Marriage 'In God's Eye'
Good Enough for Her
DEAR ABBY: If you did nothing more IA 1980 than what
you did for me, you will have earned your place in heaven.
I wrote to you saying I was the widow of a retired railroad
man and that four years ago I had fallen in love with a fine
gentleman who had a limited income. We wanted very much
to marry, but if we did, I would lose my widow's pension,
which I needed to survive. Because both of us were too oldfashioned to "shack up" as some younger couples do, we Just
went together, each maintaining a separate apartment,
although living together would have made more sense.
You advised me to get in touch with Chaplain R.A. Mamie
in Lawrence, Mass., saying he would perform an "In God's
Eye- marriage to accommodate people in our circumstances.
Well, I did. My gentleman friend and I went to set him,
and, Abby, the ceremony he performed for us was every bit
as spiritual and beautiful as my very first!
Now I feel that God has truly blessed this union, and I
can't thank you enough.
HAPPY IN PHILADELPHIA
DEAR HAPPY: I have heard from couples in Rhode
Island, Florida, New York and Maine telling me that
they, too, went to Lawrence, Mass., to be married by
Chaplain Masse, He has recently enlisted the help of
chaplains in every state of the union land Canada)
who will perform the same service. Interested parties
may write to: Associated Chaplains,P.O. Box 1077-C,
Lawrence, Mass. 01842, for information. Please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I would like to say a few words about the
"May-I-Borrow-Your-Husband-for-This-Danoe"-type woman.
There's a lady we know who never waits to be asked to
dance. She asks other husbands to dance with her. And as if
that's not bad efiough, she keeps them on the dance floor for
at least threee dances! And when the gentleman returns her
to her own husband, she says, "Oh no, not yet!”
This lady is at least 60 years old, which is old enough to
know better. I might add, there is nothing wrong with her
own husband or his dancing, so there's no excuse for her
actions.
I can only say, "Enough already," and hope she reads
this, as she has borrowed my husband too often for too long.
Sign me...
BURNED UP IN NORTH CAROLINA

Monday Thru Saturday

Loose-Cut
Bouquet
$750
Cash & Carry
Our FTD Fklrist

Juanita's Flowers
917 Coldwater Rd

FRANKFORit Ky. 1API —
Filing a state income-tax
return this week should mean
a refund in four-to-six weeks,
according to Revenue Commissioner Robert Allphin.
But the wait will be
significantly longer for those
who wait until April to file.
"The earlier people file their
returns, the quicker we can
get refunds to them," Allphin
said Monday in a release
According to Revenue
Department estimates,950,000
Kentuckians will receive
refunds this year, 8 percent
above last year.
But the number of returns
being filed this year is lagging
behind the 1980 pace. Some
70,000 returns had been filed at
the end of January, compared
with 77,000 through January
1980.
About one-third of the
state's 1.3 million taxpayers
will file their returns on April
15, the deadline, if last year's
record is repeated. Those lastminute filers include many
who are due refunds, the
department said.
Revenue officials expect to
refund $128 million to Kentucky taxpayers this year, up
24 percent from last year. The
average refund is estimated to
be $135 per return. a 15 percent increase.
The larger number of
.efunds and the higher
amount to be refunded reflect
'the depressed condition of the
(fate's economy, the department said.
There are some rules taxpayers can follow to help ensure quick handling of their

returns, according to Deput)
Margaret
Commissioner
Nance, who heads the processing bureau
Those rules include
—Use the preceded mailing
label which includes your
name and address at the top of
Form 740. Returns with the
labels can be processed immediately.
—If you don't have a label.
.ype or print your complete
name and address and be sure
to include your zip code and
telephone number 01 thi:
form
—If someone else prepares
your return, mail it yourself.
Tax preparers often collect
returns for a few weeks before
mailing them to the department.
—Complete the return
carefully and accurately, sign
the form and attach the correct withholding statement
provided by your employer.
The department also advises taxpayers to use care
when filling in lines 20 and 21
on the 740 form.
Line 21 is for designating the
amount of a tax overpayment
that the taxpayer wants
refunded. But line 20 is for
donating part or all of a refund
to two state wildlife programs.
This is a new feature on the
tax forms, and statistics indicate that several thousand
people will donate the entire
amount of their refund to the
wildlife funds in error. If that
occurs, the Revenue Department will be required to mail
the forms back to the taxpayer
for verification or correction.

DEAR BURNED: If the shoe fits the lady you had in
mind, let's hope she wears it — to dance with her own
husband.
•••

DEAR ABBY: About the guy who made love with his
socks on: I'm reminded of the minister in a small Iowa
church who became enamored of the new, voluptuous,
Parton-bosomed choir director. After three weeks of lusting
after her, he could no longer stand it, so he gave in to his
baser feelings, confessed his yearnings to her, and invited
her to sneak off with him to the basement. To his delight,
she confessed to similar desires and readily accompanied
him. But lo, it was too narrow and cramped to recline, so
both, entangled in their respective choir robes, stood upright
locked in loving embrace. Then he expressed the worry, "I
hope none of the congregation catches us doing this. They
might think we were dancing.WESTPORT PETE

Service Department
Personnel

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

•••

Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet, "How to Be Popular; You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby.
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive. Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

151 1611
641 Soo,

•ri•n•r
Are You Running
For Office?
Deliver your message and
platform to the people with
an ad from the MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES.
Our advertising staff can
help you get your message
across and assist you with
your political campaign.

RIFLE MATCHES
Teams from Kentucky colleges and universities will be
firing on the Murray State
University range in Stewart
Stadium for the championship
of Kentucky on Sunday, Feb.
15, beginning at 7 a.m, and
continuing all day.
ART EXHIBITION
On exhibit in the Eagle
Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at Murray
State University from Feb. 15
through March 12 will be an
exhibition of contemporary
prints from the collection of
Ashland Oil, Inc. There is no
admission charge and gallery
hours are Mondays through
Fridays 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m .
Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m
and Sundays, I to 4 p.m.

Valentine Week Special

Wait To File Income
Taxes To Lead To
Delayed Refunds

Call Today
753-1919
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Greene Gives Team Chance To Prove Itself

Racers Did Not Really
Want To Lose To Martin

r.

FINDING HIS VISION OBSCURED - MSU forward Tony
Slaughter is blocked from his drive to the basket by UTMartin forward Franks( Jackson (33) and guard Curtis High

(13). Slaughter helped the Racer comeback as he came
off the bench to hit two of three field goals and two clutch free throws.

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
MARTIN, TN. - Murray
State's latest epoch in its continuing saga of cliffhangers, a
5948 win over UT-Martin last
night, happened only because
the Racers did not really want
to lose this one.
It was one thing for the
Racers to be kind enough to
play the UT-Martin team as it
builds its program under
athletic director Ray Mears
and new coach Art Tolles. But
losing was a totally different
matter.
All at once, hopes for an
NCAA or NIT tournament
could have been squashed
almost as soon as they had
begun.
Nevertheless, the truth did
not sink in for the Racers until
they fell behind, 43-34, at the
13:57 mark of the second half.
Even then, MSU coach Ron
Greene was not going to call a
timeout. Instead, he sank back
in his chair and decided to let
his team choose for itself what
it wanted.
"I just decided if they
wanted to lose it, they could go
ahead and do it," Greene said.
"It the outcome of the game)
could have worked against us
(for -tournament selections
later) if we had lost, but it was
going to work for us if we won.
"We picked up our
quickness in the second half
after they had outhustled us in
the first.
"Tony (Slaughter I always
comes in and does a good job
for us."
It was Slaughter who changed the complexion of the game
in the blink of an eye. Before
either Murray' or Martin could
fully realize or accept the

ptkiibtlit) at u fiat u as unfolding. Slaughter turned it
around.
After UT guard Curtis High
had dropped in a five-footer on
the fast break. Slaughter
quickly brought the ball back
down for Murray and threw in
a 20-footer.
Seconds later, he had stolen
the ball and gotten it down to
Sleets, who began to warm up
with a 15-footer.
"It is my job to come in and
try to give the team a spark,"
Slaughter said about providing such instant relief as he
has before. "I just came in
and hustled tonight.
"They were pretty quick, so
I was put in to match up with
them."
Once Slaughter had drawn
Martin's attention, Sleets took
over from the outside and forward Kenney Hammonds
began to find room to crash
the inside of a front line that
outrebounded Murray by a
nearly devastating 38-21
margin.
In what has become almost
routine fashion, Sleets bagged
one 20-footer after a steal by
Slaughter and then moved
over to the other side for
another 20-footer only 32
seconds later, as the Racers
recaptured the lead at 46-45 at
the 9:23 mark.
"I need to be hitting my outside shot on the road." Sleets
said. "Tonight could be a good
sign that I will be hitting at
Middle Tennessee and at
Western Kentucky
this
Thursday and Saturday.
"I need to be hitting to open
up the inside. We do not need
to have any slips right now.
We need to keep improving at
this stage of the season.
"I thought Coach Greene

via:, going to call a tillicaut
when we fell behind, but I
believe it was a psychological
thing. He wanted to see what
we would do under pressure.
"After the first half, he
wanted us to run the fast
break more and open up the
outside. Tony and Kenney and
Michael 4 Bates) were posting
up well inside, and Martin was
sluffing off on them.
"I knew if I could hit a few,
we would be all right. I had to
adjust my shot against their
zone in the first half. We were
taking some quick shots early.
"We were not really as fired
up as we could be. I really did
not feel any pressure early,
and maybe that is the reason
we started slowly."
Again, Sleets showed his
mastery of being able to hit
the shots when they mattered
the most. His 15-footer from
the side gave MSU the lead for
the last time at 52-51 with 4:40
left, and, with 40seconds logo,
he hit the front end of a oneand-one to pad the lead at 5056.
Hammonds also admitted
that the Racers had a hard
time getting their offense going.
"They kept changing zones
on us in the first half," he said.
"We were getting ready for
the next,two games, and we
did not have the intensity
tonight.
-Tony helped get us going a
lot tonight. He made the game
faster. He has energy to burn.
"He always comes ready to
play and gives us a good
spark.

uerc aailig ai;oud job
I
on the boards. Two of their
players fell back on me. When
Tony came in, he took iitf
some of the pressure."
For Tolles, the satisfaction
of having played Murray to
within one point was evident.
even after his team had lost .1
nine-point lead.
"It was disappointing that
we lost, but encouraging that
the kids played hard," Tolles
said.
Tolles offered his view about
why Greene let Murray play
its way from behind.
"A lot of times a coach does
not want to give the defense
the advantage of setting up."
Tulles said. "He assumed his
kids were seasoned and would
know how to respond after
some of their tough games."
MURRAY STATE 59.IT-MARTIN 56
UT-Martin
fgm-a Jim-a rb pf tp
F' Jackson
5-9
2-3 5 2 12
0-2
00 4 1 0
D.Smith....
2-6
2-1 13 4 6
C High
6-17
0-0 2 1 12
D. Hubbard
4-9
4-6 7 :t 12
D. Walker
0-0
SO 2 1 0
J Vaughn
0-0 2 ! 10
K Suott. .
0-0 2 0 6
1-5
Team Rebounds
TOTALS
25-54 8-13 38 14 58
Percentages
44.6 61.5
• • •
Murray State
Igm-a lim-a rb pf tp
G. Green
1-7
2-1 2 2 4
K Hammonds
5-7
4-5
2 14
M Bates
.
2-3
4 2 .5
Sleets
11-18
1-3 1 3 23
It Stewart
24
0-0 2 3 4
J Smith
1-2
8-0 0 1 2
T Slaughter
2.3
2-2 2 0 6
T Triplett
.
0-0 0 0 9
M. McKinney
0-1
0-0 1 0 0
W Davm.
1-1
0-0 0 0 0
Team Relanmds
TOTALS
25-48 9.14 Si 13 59
Percentages
52.1
64.3
UT-Martin
27 31 - 56
Murray State
VI 31 -59
OfI nab - Marvin Doggett and Harrell Allen. Atteadaace - 5,550.

Stampfli 13th To Sign With MSU
.Mike Stampfli. a 6-5. 235pound defensive tackle from
F. J. Reitz High School in
Evansville, Ind., has become
the 13th recruit to sign an Ohio
Valley Conference grant-inaid with Murray State University.
A two-year letterman for

coach Bob Ashworth at F. J.
Reitz High, Star-milli earned
all-city honors his senior
season and helped his team to
a 7-3 record and the city championship.
"Mike is an extremely
dedicated athlete and an excellent football player,- said

Ashworth. "He has both
athletic and leadership
abilities. He also is very
strong and works hard in the
off season in a weight program."
Sthmpfli also lettered in
track in high school.
-Mike has the size, strength

and dedication to become a
valuable Part of our defense,"
said Murray State head coach
Frank Beamer. "He's a product of an excellent high
school program and we're
pleased he has picked Murray
State to continue his education
and football career."

Calloway Rallies To Beat Murray,29-28
In an eighth grade boys
game last night, Calloway
County raised its record to 7-2
defeatini2 Murray. 29-28. as

the Tigers fell to -3.
Murray had taken a 28-22
with only 1:50 left in the game,
but the Lakers scored the final

seven points to pull out the victory.
"Our boys showed a lot of
pride in pulling this one out,"

Tiger Girls Squeeze Out Win
In an eighth's-ea-C.- girls according to Laker coach
alloway County
ii
- lcrn
game last night. Murray Peter O'Rourke, was that Malcolm 8. Lisa Hopper 4, Amy Bryan O.
Jennifer Hardin 1. Rhonda lee 1
squeezed out an 18-14 win over Murray held Lisa Hopper to
In a previous game played
Calloway: County.
just four points.
last Thursday, Murray
-We chose one offense and Murray
.
.1 4 3 7 - II
defeated Mayfield. 31-9. as
stuck. with .4t..• and we played Calloway
.
.. 5 2 2 5-14
Thompson scored seven points
Thompson
Lesley
181
Murray
7.
pressure defense the whole
and Ridley grabbed 12 reKim Greene 6. Shelly Howell 3, Shen
way." Murray coach Betty Swift 2. Diane Ridley
bounds.
Jackson said. 'This Was a
good win for us."
" The win left Murray with a
10-0 record.
•
The Tigers were led in scoring by I,esley Thompson with
seven points and in rebounds
by Diane Ridley, who had 11.
For Calloway, Terri
Malcolm scored eight points
The Murray freshmen girls to seal their own coffin in a 30and Jennifer Hardin grabbed missed the front end of the 29 loss to
Benton.
nine rebounds.
bonus twice in the final nine
Raysha Roberts, who led all
The difference in the game, seconds of overtime last night
scorers with 22 points,and Mel
Kelly both had chances to
WEST X I' ECONOMY CAR CENTER
WEST NY 1110411101111(Al(ENTER
steal the game for the Tigers
but could not convert their
free throws.
Murray trailed 19-13 midway through the third period
but, led by the inside work of
Roberts,forged back into a 2323 tie with one minute left in
regulation.
Roberts hit a turnaround
jumper to : put the Tigers
ahead 25-23 with 32 seconds
left, but Bennett hit a jumper
from the lane for the Indians
to force the overtime.
Brenda Crittenden added
:')ne Owner-new car trade in - white beige top, low
five points for the Tigers as
mileage mint condition
their record slid to 2-3 for the
year.

Missed Free Throws
Seal Murray's Fate

Calloway coach Burch Kin.
solvingsaid. "We could have
hung our heads when we were
six down, ,but instead we
played that much harder."
The game had been a close
affair, with the lead changine
hands throughout the four
quarters.
Calloway outrebounded
Murray, 28-20, as Frank Wise
grabbed 10 of the 1.akers' rebounds.
Calloway Co
!. 5 8 7 24
Mur4ay1 6 -6 211
Calloway County 21,FranklYoie
[Ad Contr. 6.3 W Foster .i, John Mark
Po%s 4, Brad Skinner 3. Mark Waldr,ip
I
K elso 0. Dale lord 0
Murray in,- Jamie Johnson 7..1a,
Wells S. Mike Wilkins S. Mark West I
Rusty Wright 4, Jimmy Brannon I, Pa
Dailey 0, David Randolph.

WORKING ON THE MARTIN ZONE L MSU forward
Kenney Hammonds (left) and Tony Slaughter (30) take
short range jumpers in the Racers' 59-58 win at UT

CARROLL V.W.INC
AUDI-MAZDA
0001 Chestnut 51
MUST NY 1(0010111Y CAR (DITIR
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Martin. The duo used their quickness to bring MSU back
from a 43-34 deficit.
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Homesteading: An Alternative
Learn how modern Homesteaders are
beating the cost of housing, food and energy
.--1111d• pp
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Learn about low-cost Solar utilization
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Learn what you can do Now!

Tuesday, February 10, 7: to 9:30 p.m.
Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.
Admlizslon: 35, per parson
Presented by

$4695"
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FLYING HIGH - M.% guard Earnest Sleets goes storming down the baseline for this
short jumper to give the Racers a 50-47 lead.
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Calloway Shuts Out Murray In
Second On Way To 57-36 Win
•

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Taking
advantage

of

end of the court.

scoreless Calloway. County second period, the Murray girls
won a 57-36 decision over the

before the half.
"Anytime you hold someone
scoreless, you have done a

their legs and quit. We Caine
out and made a game of it in

score

good job," Murray coach Rick
Fisher said. "We did a heck of

the second half.
"We cut the lead down to 10
points several times in the

"We work hard on our press.
Our girls believe in it and they
really made it work tonight."
"They tore us up with their
press in the second period,"
Calloway coach David Elliott
said. "It is no secret that they
are going to come out and
press, we were just not getting
where we were supposed to be
on offense.
"For some reason, the girls
were not setting up correctly.
Give Murray credit for disrupting our patterns."
The game opened like an old
Keystone Kops comedy, with
both teams fumbling the ball
away every time they got their
hands on it. At one point.

third . quarter

and

had

a

chance to get closer. I was
proud of the girls for not giving up."
When the dust had cleared,
and the teams were in the
lockerroom, the Tigers had
surged into an insurmountable
27-12 lead.
Led by the scoring of Lamb
and Patty Doyle, the Lakers
actually outscored Murray,
12-11, in the third quarter.
Calloway twice cut the Tiger
lead to 10 points in the period
but could draw no closer.
Tonya
Alexander
hit
a
three-point play late in the
third period to send Murray
into a 38-24 lead heading into
the fourth quarter.
.

the third," Elliott said. "We
talked about their

overpsyched for the game and
were throwing the ball away.

()
Q

"The great number of turnovers we had was probably

$9

my

fault.

I

got them too
hungry, fed them too much of

$8
$9

the

r-

game. It

killer

instinct
made

for

us

a

this
little

tight."

hosting Lone Oak, while Murray. entertains Marshall County.

fool.

more than four points.
garnering 16 tallies.
. Patty.
IKiyle led all rebounders for
t'allow ay
with, 10 as the
.akers fell to 3-9.
"I feel like we turned the
the last quarter
against Mayfield, and against
corner in

Henry County," Fisher said.
-We have won five games in a
row now against SUMP tough
competition.
"Defense is our best asset.
It Wills a lot of games for us.
Our guard combination of
Candy Jackson, Natalie Garand
Velvet
Jones

field

pressures the other team the
whole game.
"Monica and Kim Tharpe
good
games inside.
Monica has had back-to-back
good games for us. She has
had

become more consistent and
given us some strength inside
that we have needed.

OVERPOWERING CALLOWAY COUNTY UNDER THE BOARDS
-

Tharpe(34) rejects a shot (right).

Murray's Tonya Alexander (31) pulls down a rebound
(left) while Kim

stall Photos Bs Mese Beck,

thought we played two
good quarters, the first .and

floor.

Lakers
accounted
for
38
mistakes to Murray's 29. "We were concentrating too
hard," Fisher said. "We were

raised its record to
10-4 on the year.
Lamb was the only Laker to
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Calloway turned the ball over
on five straight trips up the
The squads combined for 67
turnovers in the contest,as the

pulled down 40

compared to 27 for
Calloway. to MIll the battle ol

boards.
Both squads return to action
Thursday night. Calloway

added 11 and 10, respectively,

as Murray

couldn't beat it.

2

area young team and they rattled us.

The Tigers

caroms,
the

Alexander led a trio of
Tigers in double figures with
12 points. Greene and Jones

"One thing did encourage.
tile. A lot of teams would have
tucked their tails between

a job on defense. We got our
press
working
and
they

Lp
4
14
4
23
4

basketball in the district."

"They were trapping us and
forcing us into mistakes. We

Lakers last night.
The Tigers tallied 13 points
during the second period as
they put the game away

the nght direction. I hope we
can just apply what we learned and play a little smarter

"We weren't getting the ball
down the court in the second
period,Elliott
explained

a

Louisville Simply Putting Ball In
Basket More,Take Tech, 71-66

press at
halftime and then we went out
and tore it up. The girls began
to' gain
confidence
about
breaking it in the last half."
"We let down a little in the

•

third period," Fisher said.
"We had expected them to
play a zone, so when they
came out in a man-to-man . it

By The Associated Press
Basketball can be a very
complex game, but it can also

'The win boosted Louisville's
fast-improving record to 13-8
overall and a league-leading 8-

took us-a while to adjust.

be reduced

1 in Metro play.

to one obvious
games are won by
simply putting the ball in the
basket with greater regularity
than an opponent.
basic:

"We used Tanya at the point
to try to create a mismatch.
Then we tried to force the ball
inside. We couldn't get
tracked."

un-

That. in a nutshell, explains
why

In other games Monday inKentucky
majors,

Ohio Valley Conference leader
Murray State stepped outside
the conference for a 59-58 win

even pace throughout the first

Louisville staggered in
December but has righted

over Tennessee-Martin, and
Eastern Kentucky dropped a

quarter, tying the score four
times before Tiger baskets by

final margin to 21 points. Five
times Murray was able to go

itself

74-73 decision to Western Illinois.

Monica Greene and . Velvet
Jones in the last 21 seconds of
the period sent Murray ahead,

in . for 4P.c9F4§t,e.ti
,kii
the final quarter following
steals off the press.

have finally begun to find the
range.
Not
coincidentally,

16-12.

Calloway's frustration was
epitomized by its performance

Louisville has won 10 of 11
games since a 3-7 start.

diana

at the free throw line. The
Lakers could connect on just
14 of 31 attempts for the game.

The latest triumph, a 71-66
tucky Wesleyan 71-57.
Conference
decision
Louisville built a 31-12 lead
over Virginia Tech, would con- -in the first 152
minutes, but
cievably have been a loss in
Virginia Tech, 10-10 overall

battled

at

an

Rachael Lamb poured in
eight points for the Lakers in
the inital period while Jones
was pacing Murray with six
tallies.
"He Elliott got them out
after us in the first period,"
Fisher said. "They played a

wanted to beat them so bad.
Consequently, we were hurry-

beat them when you miss 17
free throws and have so many

ing our shots."

turnovers,

and

December,

when Louisville
was unable to hit consistently
the outside. Instead,

from

Louisville
held
off
the
homestanding Gobblers as
guards Jerry Eaves and Lancaster Gordon scored 26 and 19
points, respectively.

Calloway missed all four of
its field goal attempts, and all

feel that if we can break
their press, and if we can

"No doubt their ability to hit
from the outside Was the key.

five free throw tries, in its illfated second period. The Tiger

make our free throws, that we
will give them a real good

to our win, just as it has been
since we've been on our hot

game in the district.

streak,"

press

simply

denied
the
Lakers access to the offensive

"I

"I look at tonight as a step in

RACHEL LAMB (43) gets free
16 point,

for two

of her game-high

Louisville

Coach

Denny Crum said of his two
II uards

College Basketball Scores

•- LEX:CNC:II
E4
Hen,' are
the 15 ranked teams in Kentucky boys
NO rad basketball, with first-placr
votes in parentheses, records and total
powlet.
I. la Moore 181
17-2 174
2. Lex Bryan Station (21
333 147
3. Marshall Co 521
19.0 146
1 lo.. Central
183 145
$. lex Tate (Leek
334 133
6 Ncrth Hanin
174 102
Danville
3)4 41
8. lex Henry (lay
105 81
9 Vince
163 67
10.Pa1 Tilgrirnan
16.3 65
11. Laurel Co
183 64
12 Belgian Co
191 43
13. Clay Co
21.1 W
14. Frankfort
15-4 34
IS Shelby Co
156 -A

6-laud Pn6J.,
EAST
Colgate 74, Canasta 73
1)uqueiref0 West Vnia 64
Prelham 75, Army 57
Honara 87, W (Nester Sl. 76
New liampettire 71. Mama)
StRonaventure 01, Rhode Land 58
Siena 85. Marts* 74
Syracuse 66, Georgetown, I)l' 64
Temple 69, Haler 61
Tufts 92. Brandeis OT
.AppaLatuan SL 70, 1.71411 51
CampbellIn.P
*,eS 52
E Tennessee IS 817 l'n lhattanooga 81
Flonda St 70,St.lou 57
Gramblua(gi,Prame View 421
I amar 93, McNeeeSt r.or
I enngston 72 Delta 64
Inasvilk 71. Vulvas Tech re

Morels SI 59, Terui -71s1ui 50.
New Orleans82.S Mombassa 711, or Norton,St 1127 Fayettemlle St 98
N Georgia fr2 Eke" 66
N Kentucicy 65,Gerge1own,K.56
S Carolina
47. Baptist 45
Southem 71. Ms Valles 68
SW I otasana 70. ,Arkanse SI 54
Texas-Arlington 61.1
Tevh 59
Virginia St 87..lohmon C 7014410 01
76 Carolina In, Marshall3
W Illinois 74, E Kentucky 71
stiowisr
DePaul 83.()4ighton 57
Detroit 75, Mick& Tenn. ri)
Evan.smIle 70. Butler In
Maine St
N Iowa 6,1
M twain 79, Kansas 65
Southwest SL 711, Winona 72 76
Wheaton 76, Eirldarst 73
Wichita St. 01.5 Bbnces 61

TRS-80
COMPUTERS

1st in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 MODEL III

• Compact Integrated Design
With Built-In 12" Monitor
Fits Easily on a Desktop
• Over 80 Ready-to-Run Programs
to Choose From, Or Write Your
Own Programs For Business
Personal Use
• Easy Internal Expansion to 48K
and 2 Disk Drives
• The Perfect Starter Computer
That Grows with Your Needs
From

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000
•

$999

AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES, COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS

la

A& Via•

r-

Transactions
fls The Assn. mei Pre...
HAM-13611
America.I eagle
CHICACA1 WHITE SOX
*gin Sieve
Trout and Ken Knives'. raiders, and Greg
Pryor, wiftelder. 144 4444-9944'contrarts
TORONTO BLUE JAYS - Announced
that Alms Viocels. outfielder, two agreed to
terms of a crueler contract
Natasha Leave
PIITSRURGH PIRATTS Signed Ihile
Berra, infelder.6,a one-year contract
ST IDLYZ CARDINAlS Named Vern
Hermon *outing simmer for Os tam in
North and Smith Carolah.()mesa and TenSAN FRAN(isco(awl's Swami .1.4e
ttabtenan, to a one year con-

%WIWI brivrItt

tract
RA92KETB43L1.
Natlatal Ikakettona Assialason
SEATTI 1.1 SI.W.R.901141('S
-halm Drerey, forwarst to a ontrati
through the 198782 season
8210111,4115
%Mimi Faaliall Lagar
NM P7140 AND PATFUOTS
Wined
1606 %warm 11136-1or 01 phyer develop
inert
NEW (MEANS SAINTS
Named
1 an,Van 7an1 defensive backfield Mel{1
AmerIcia Fonlhell Amarlathe
Natned Elell). Kanter cammaisoner

Girls High
School Poll
LOLISVILI.E. Ks c9,P1 - Here are
Ow top ien leans in The Associated
Pres; girls hi41 school taskelball poll.
with the number of first place vole in
pareettese,, bra,, resets and toll'
pugs. 1 Clark Co 7,
24.3
71
2. lou
1
21.7
61
Pulaski Co
104
54
4 Western MIK
195
48
5 Allen Central
27.0
34
I. 12at Butler
1365
22
7 theenstorn
•
- 17-2
3.
8. Warren Centre:
2061
1-1
9 ion Manual
153
10.Frankhn

Eastern, 8-14, tried to set up
a final shot with six seconds
left, but turned the ball over

Dale Solomon led Virginia
Tech with 19 points.

when Eastern's Bruce Jones
missed a shot at the buzzer.

by Georgetown 65-56 and InCentral ripped Ken-

bard each had 12 points for

and
2-1
in
league
play,
outscored the Cardinals 29-10
to tie matters at 41-11 with
13:19 left in the game.
"It wasn't a matter of us
getting out of our offense,"
Crum said of Virginia Tech's
comeback."We just could not
get the ball down the floor.
Tech picked up their defense,
Scooter McCrav
. had it taken
from him three or four times,
they got momentum on their
side and were able to cut it
down."
Coach

Charlie

allowed them to take

-111w Ass,snated Press
The Top fwenty teams in The .Astronated Pres, Iiiikve basketball poll, with
fireepLace votes in parentheses no ,s'9'
-.0", records and total
pints Points
based on 20.11718.17.16-15.14.13.12.11-1994
74754-321
I. Virsprua 1115
1,221
2 Oregon .14. 18,
190
1,191
3 thf'aul
21-1
1,1116
4. I miasma Si. .11
271
13071
5. Aroma St
18-2
945
371
882
7. Wake Forest
19-2
Si
I. 341A
14-4
972
Teeriesee
164
634
10. North Carolina
185
618
11 Kentucky
16-1
,
12 Notre Ian*
16-1
534
13. M afugan
161
$33
14 Iowa
15-1
Si)
15 Regham You*
17-4
340
16 Wichita SI.
18.2
542
17 Minor:
145
163
18 Sub Alabarna
193
180
19 Mary land
156
, 640
31 Indiana
108
133

past

ference in Murray's 14th win
in 21 starts.

Moir

said "we played very, very
poorly in the first half. I was

Top Twenty

linois, 16-6, squeaked
Eastern Kentucky.

seven-point lead the Hokies
couldn't overcome.

In small college games,
Campbellsville bombed Union
90-60, Northern Kentucky got

proud of the comeback, but we

Prep Poll

the
baseline
with
seven
seconds to play provided the
winning margin as Western Il-

with
two seconds to go.
Western Illinois returned the
favor, but managed to prevail

Tech

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Louisville went ahead to
stay at 47-45 on a layup by
Rodney McCray and built a

LaMont Sleets scored the'
last of his 23 points on a pair of
free throws to Provide the dif-

Metro

contest.
"Murray has the finest
talent in the region," Elliott
said. "There is no way you can

January

February. The Cardinals shot
poorly in early games, but

Calloway missed 10 front ends
of the bonus situation in the

good quarter. We came out a
little frustrated because we

in

Tennessee-Martin, now 12-10.
Joe Dykstra's 20-footer from

volving

The Tigers used their press
in the fourth period to run the

The teams

game in the closing minutes
with their guards."

Curtis High and Don Hub-

Jones

led

Eastern

with

16

points.

Calloway Seventh
Grade Girls Finish
Season Undefeated
The. Calloway County girls
basketball team finished its
season unbeaten as it defeated
South • Marshall.

25-13,

last

night.
Leann Lockhart led the
Lakers with W points and four
rebounds while Debbie Key.
also had four rebounds and
scored six points.

-

The balance of the Calloway'
attack also showed as Tracy
-Eldridge had seven rebounds

over the .and too points and Annita Hill

had

three

steals

and

two

points. "My girls have had a terrific year," Calloway coach
- Peter O'Rourke said. "It has
been a pleasure working with
them."
Callowas CU
4 11 1 2 - 75
So Marshall
a
b 3:13
Callaway toasts i 25 - [Rhin
Lockhart 10. Debne Kcs 6. Rhonda lee
I. Annita Hill 2. Tr, Ekledge 2,Sherri
Iamb 1. Sherri Gallinoire 0
South Marshall 1131 - Cans Smith 7.
I,11111111 1{11•1. 4. S3, IL1,111o., ,roh
'

sovv Accounts Are yo
0 Extra sa •
o
FREE CHECKING
with.

(1)'500 balance in checking
---'or

NBA Standings

The Assanated Press
Easters Caafersice
Athlet' Mahn
Prt
GB
L
W
828
48 10
85 12
785
-w
P'54Ph"'de"L'
Nist
...t.gt,
'"
Yorkr,
614
38 V.
lef .7
27 31
New Jerscs
15 44
Zee 22
Celina Diablo
Milwaukee
42 15
737 Indiana
34 15
576
9
,likago
29 9
X0 13'
Cleveland
22 35
Si1
31
20 36
.257 21'
6
1 letreat
1""i
13 V
'''
-• 7 3)'
5,*exam.lasierrone
Midwest Davila'
38 20
653
'S"
71,1eitori
K...
n.rt;
474 10
r 33
43 11
27 31
r :s
1.:,•
Si.
illensar
Uh
DaWis
1:.
11 4;
1
:
.
18'
411 12
1:' .
Pont . WWII
Phoenix
,
s,a1lk.1 06
,. u.n4; okien
...nosi
:
- ,. 11
stz
11:1i
44 z7
116:11
;7
8 1:1•V
IF
3 3
4129
31 32
- 24 It
WI
handey's Wows
No games abeckied

San largo

Golden Ihal?
"46
AUa
..*nI
41
ta
"""‘
Detroit al Mimi
Kamm Oty at am.
Wahiawa In Dower
Round In Sri paw
Balm In NW*

(2)S1,000 balance in
passbook accounts Or
s400-bglance in C.D.
(3) No Charge on first 200
personalized checks

514%
We can offer
sound financial
advice to youl

paid on
'10' balance
or greater

Let us handle
all of your
financial needs
•

Security Federal Savings
And Loan Association

14
18
18

not arados
LINDER

1300 Johnson Blvd'
Murray. Ky.
(502) 759-1234
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HEALTH
Network To Aid Female
Government Employees

Range of body temperature
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

r•

.Y

DEAR DR LAMB
I am a
62 year-old male and retired
I du not get a lot of exercise
My temperature varies from
96 to 98 F I would like to
know what makes it vary that
mufti and if there is any danger from the variation What
can be done for it"
DEAR READER
That
does sound a little low The
body temperature varies a
great ,deal more than most
people realize It may vary
three degrees in a 24-hour
period The low level is an the
early morning hours when
cry few people take their
temperature and the high
point is in the late afternoon
or early evening This cyclical
change is the diurnal cycle
and is related to our sleep
cycle and hormone secretion
We usually say that body
emperature may vary from
966 to 100 F and still be

normal But it depends a lot
on the individual and also on
how the temperature is taken
Even the thermometer may
not be entirely accurate Skin
temperature is lower than
mouth temperature and that
may be why you have given
me a relatively low reading
You could have a bad thermometer, or. if you re taking
your temperature by mouth.
you may not be leaving it in
long enough
I have discussed the various
things that affect taking body
temperature in The Health
Letter number 7-6, Body Temperature and Fever, which I
am sending you Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addresssed envelope for it
to me. in care of this newspaper. P.O Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019
These factors include whether

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) Women in state government
may have CO111111011 problems,
aspirations and ideas, but until recently there was little opportunity for them to share
their thoughts in an organized
fashion
Now, the backers of a network for women government
employees hope to bring that
organization about, to give
women a chance to talk with
each other and,in the process,
to help each other.
The network at this point is
loosely structured, with an initial objective of providing a
fonnn for women to meet
other women. said Sandy
tiubser, a budget analyst in
the Office for Policy and
Management.
A group of women,including
Ms. Gubser, began talking
about a network several years
ago and approached the Kentucky- Commission on Women
for assistance. The commission is now working with the
women to get the network
organized.
About 70 women attended
the network's first meeting in
December and a similar
number showed up for the second session in 'January.
Another . luncheon meeting is
scheduled Feb. 26 to discuss a
proposal outlining the structure of the group.
There are no clear-cut objectives at this point, Ms.
Gubser said, although those
are expected to evolve with
the organization.
But the network could be
likened to the informal activities of men, who learn of
job openings or receive career
advice through their afterhours contacts with other
men.
Women often have obligations to home and family
which leave them little time
for such informal sessions. As
a result, they are unaware of
advancement opportunities.
And men have traditionally
INDIANAPOLIS - Da% id
held the higher-level positions
Winchester,.706 Fairlane Dr.. in state government.
Murray, has been named to
If women are going to get
the Dean's List at Butler ahead, Ms. Gubser said, they
University for the first
need to help each other.
semester of the 1980-81 collect'.
Ms. Gubser and other
women involved in planning
year,

you have Just taken a hut bath
and even what you have
eaten
The body temperature is a
good indicator of general
health But it is important to
know that it can be above the
magical 98 6 F and still be
entirely normal, particularly
in active young children in the
evening The low temperatures are more often associat
ed with low metabolism
Check out your method with
the information I am sending
you and if your temperature
persists on the low side, see
your doctor A low thyroid
condition or being totally'
inactive may be the reason
But it could be Just normal for
you
DEAR DR LAMB - I ant
an I8-year-old girl who has
never been in the hospital and
am what you might call sort
of a hypochondriac. Every
once in a while I get a slight
pain where my appendix is
What do you think I should
do" When I get the pain I don't
double over or anything,
although sometimes it almost
gets to that point. I am deathly - afraid of my appendix
4 Brief
bursting or having to be taken
Aaswer to Moaday's Puzzle
5 Foreign
out.
6 Akin
A
A
TYROS
7 Negative preDEAR READER
It probfi x
ably is not your appendix but
A
8 Waistcoat
the next time you have such a
.9 Occurrence
pain you may want to_ see
A
10 Seine
your doctor. The typical pain
12 Italian river
A
.of appendicitis is preceded by
14 Continent
fullness or loss of appetite and
abbr
discomfort in the middle of
17 Time periods
the abdomen_ The pain moves
20 Perform
to the right lower side later.
24 Harvest
A
But all cases are not typical.
25 Auricle
Your discomfort could be
27 Lasso
from gas. Gas pains can be so
28 Time period
severe that they cause people
29 Wet
to double up. and the cecum,
30 Toward shel- 42 Take out
54 Competent
the blind pouch at the end of
ter
44 Lair
55 Skin
the colon, is one place where
32 Hindu
56 While
46 At what
gas is trapped
peasant
57 Wager
place?
If the pain occurs midway
36 Capuchin
59 Not 19
48 Bake
monkey
between your periods, it could
49 Essence
62 Negative
37 Ballplayer
51 Paradise
be the pain associated with
64 Hebrew letter
ovulation. Since it occurs mid1
2
3
4
way in the cycle, it is often:
called mittelschmerz, mean11
ing middle pain. But no one
15
can tell you what your pain is
without a more detailed histo19
211
ry and examination:
23
31
34
38

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Perched
4 Tantalum
symbol
6 Split
1 1 Urge onward
13 Football
• teem
15 Diphthong
16 Bay window
18 Bristle
19 Chinese
pagoda
21 Antitoxins
22 Thoron symPoi
23 Scalloped
26 Attempt
29 Appointment
31 Scorch
33 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
34 Marl's nickname
35 Snake
38 Arid
39 Ma's mate
40 Pronoun
41 Remunerated
43 German river
45 Church
bench
47 Repeat
50 Pronoun
52 Coagulate
53 Short sleep
56 In bed
40
58 Warms
60 Exist
45
61 Calm
63 S_pecimen
65 Singing voice
66 Editor s abbr
67 Lamprey
111
DOWN
1 Quarrel
2 Regk3n
3 Preposition

David Winchester
Named To Butler
Dean's List

47
13

43
N

THESE ARE VALENTINES
FOR ALL THE BOYS Al
SCHOOL THAT I LIKE...

S7

AND THIS 15 A VERY
SPECIAL ONE FOR MY
"SWEET BABBOO"

AUNT FRITZ 1 ---I
STEPPED ON SOME
CHEWING GUM ON
THE
STREET

OH, DEAR --ISN'T THAT
AWFUL?

DOE5 YOUR OH, YES,
"SWEET
HE KNOWS
BABBOO"
WHO HE
KNOW WHO
15...
HE IS?

I DO NOT!

TALKOJG
TO YOU IS
A WASTE
OF TIME

•
.
,
e
,
2.
glus Wolet

i•
•• I WONDER
l-lE MEANT
BY TkIAT?

PSYCH/,47,$T

Nora
WiLy-f5,2

I'SYCAl/ATA'157-

THINK I'LLTAKE IT I I

-

Ronald Outland
Completes Nuclear
Weapons Course
Pvt. Ronald G. Outland, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus G.
Outland of Route 8, Murray,
recently completed a nuclear
weapons electronic specialist
course at the U.S. Army
Missile and Munitions Center
and School, Redstone Arsenal,
Ala.
Instruction included the fundamentals of electronics and
nuclear weapons, along with
safety measures used in dealing with nuclear weapons
hazards. Students also
became familiar with records
and reports procedures and
maintenance.

SPOIL
EVERYTHING?!

BURLINGAME,Calif. AP)
- CBS television correspondent Charles Kuralt, famous
for his "On The Road' series,
faces drunken driving charges
after being arrested on a
highway,
California
authorities say.
Kuralt,famous for his series
of reports from off-beat locations around the country, was
pulled over near this community south of San Francisco
early Sunday, said Ralph
Anderson, spokesman for the
California Highway Patrol.
A patrolman spotted
Kuralt's rented car weaving
from lane to lane at about 45
mph, Anderson said.
Kuralt could not be reached
for comment Monday.
The anchorman for the CBS
"Morning" news show is
scheduled to appear in court
March 10, Anderson said.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

OVER THERE. JACAL
PLEASE,. 1
DON'T
DID NOT
I.,aE TO ME.
I'M rvo7 YOUR
ROB...
JuorsE

YOU WILL BE TRIED
IN THE JUNGLE
WHERE THE CRIMES
WERE
DONE.

!nom,. t Roberts of Route
b Murray KY will no longer be
responsible for any debts other
than my own as of Wednesday
February 4 1981

2:Notice
Apple Tree. School. quality
child tate with educational
program 1503 Stadium View,
753-9356, 753-1566
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
Notice to friends and
patrons of J. Robert
Taylor due to illness I
am unable to continue
filing income tax returns. I hove enjoyed
working with all of you
and value your friendship. Sincerely, Russ
Taylor, Hazel, KY.
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
tor
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
fin Memory
5. lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
5. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or trade
If. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
IL Sewing Machines
19. farm Equipment
N. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23, Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
22. Moti Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts for Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34, Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. F01 Rent Or Lease
37, Livestock Supplies
36, Pets-Supplies
31, Poultry Su0Plles
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
U. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56, Free Column
57. Wanted
Charlie Brown Playschool.
1607 Olive, 7517359. Ages
11
/
2-up. $5.50 daily. Drop ins
31.00 hourly.
Now Available
Running Programs
For
Members Only
Contact

Kuralt On The Road
But Will Face
Drunk Driving Charge

WONDERFUL

011/6i uniood Fame.Syndicate inc

the network stressed that it
will be non-political.
"We're trying to keep it as
non-political as possible while
involving women who are active." said Paula MooreCarson, an OPM budget
analyst.
Of thr 36,213 full-time state
employees, 16,998 are women,
according to the state Department of Personnel. And 644 of
them hold what Personnel
Conums.sioner Dick Robinson
describes as "decisionmaking positions," in which
they earn more than $20,000 a
year. There were 430 women
in such positions in December
1979.
The number of men earning
more than $20,000 has increased from 3,084 to 3,601 in the
same period.
Salary increases going to
women during the last 14 months have about equaled those
received by men,except in the
judicial branch.
The
15,441
women
employees of the executive
branch of state government
earn an average of $11,785 11.8 percent more than they
did in December 1979. Male
employees make $14,874, a
10.3 percent increase.
In the judicial branch, the
1,456 women employees make
an average of $11,264, which
represents an 8.8 percent increase. The salary paid to
men, including judges,
averages $25,138, an 18.4 percent hike.
The 101 women in the
legislative branch make an
average of $16,564 - 10.8 percent than they did 14 months
ago. In that branch, the 75
male employees average.$23,362 a year, up 11.2 percent..
And of the 3,814 people hired,
under the Brown administration, 48.6 percent have been
women. Robinson said.

1. Legal Notice

7

HERE
FOR ME.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Noway Weer I lines by
5,30 p m Monday-Friday or by
3,30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to coil 753.1tlifi between 5:311
666 6 pa., Nadu lira* Maw. *
3:30 p.e red 4 pie Saluda*.
A crrcEilotion deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Coils must
be placed by 6 6a weekdoys or0 PA. Saturdays to guarantee
&livery.
The regular business office
hours of the Many West flivesare I 1.0. S
Monday
through Friday and I,.. makSaturdays.

MURRAY
HEALTH SPA
Going out for business sale
Enix Interiors 753-1474.
Looking for a Bargain. Try Norman's Curiosity Shop in Hardin
Open Thursday, friday and
Saturday 9
are located in the Down, r
town Shopping Center Open
99 Mon through Fr. 9.
Moon on Our
Wo

a
• CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753 8298

2. Notice
SUPPORT YOUR
POLITICAL SYSTEM
Check the yes boa on your
1040 Foam donating 91 10
the Presidential ampaign
fund. Checking yes does
not increase pout hand Of
reduce your reload

publication you *ill need to contoct us byl a.m. that
morning
in order for it not to oppeor in
that days edition.

WANTED:
STANDING
TIMBER
Will buy tie timber. Also
paying top price for
White Oak
twig
and ether quality timber. cia 753-5592 after 7 p.a.

Special This Week
Boneless Catfish $1.00 lb
Buffalo
007 S

50' lb.
7539351
Lc.

4t6

Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 475 2346
after 5 pm
World War II relics. German or
Japanese. Also German luger
pistol Call 502-334-3646.
Want to buy a tobacco scaffold
wagon. Call 435-4355.

Conscientious care for
reasonable rates Drop ins
welcome
Charlie Brown
Playschool 1607 Ohl Call
1531359

For Sale

FOR RENT
Glson Power Bolt log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available All
stovewood
hardwood
for sale $25.00 per
rick. Call 753-8351

19- Color Tv. $60. sun-heat
lamp, $80. cost $160.• complete aquarium. $25: sofa
$100, AM-FM 8-track stereo,
$50. 435-4150.
Floor tray lamp. 3-way switch,
$25: squirrel cage fan. $35:
playpen, $10. Call 753-8361.
For sale: 1 couch, chair, 2 end
tables Also 4 pair snow tires,
different sizes. $30 pair,
balanced and installed. Call
753-7242 after 6 pm

BEALE'S
TUNE-UP
643 N. 4th
VI with electronic ignition
$29.95; VS widow, electronic ignition 034.90; 6 cd.
with electronic igniti•n
072.95; 6 cyl. without elec-

FOR SALE
Al typos of old diornondi. wod gokt
iew•try
W•dding
ring.
mogogornont rings, dinnto 'e.g.. og
repo. 04 mons ring., antique Oar
it
,
., broach..., Miro gold ob.
ono*
Ole hero • good stOwtion of pro
owned jewelry end woe port bap
doMar for thong loom.

tronic ignition S/7.95; 4 cyl.

with electronic ignition
519.95; 4 cyl. wallow electronic

ignition

$23.95.

Al

prices include pert. and letroe.

Rogers Jewelers

046 lwaikes • 2 wheels
$ 11.50 includes labor & pods;
Drain bevies $23.50 includes
%Man & War; Wheel v666or5, toning draws & rotors
we este. fee nest Anoricen

(Tho diamond sbro of Pans
110 IN ern Woolvingenn 5,
lolortio sus ol booing
Downtown Pone, O.0
Phone 11014424561

New battery sale' 3 year war
ranty, $39.95 exchange New
Concord Grocery, 436-5353.
Typewriters for sale IBM
model D-Executive, 13 and 17'
Royal Select model 5000. and
Remingtons Most machines
same as new We have a total
of 18 machines, so hurry! Lile
Real Estate, Aurora. 474-2717

3. Card of Thanks
The family of Frank
Sptceland would like to express
heartfelt thanks to everyone
who showed acts of kindness
and sympathy during the loss
of our loved one. Thank you

5. Lost and Found

16. Home Furnishings

Lost Gray Persian cat, in vicinity of Parks Gram, South 641
Reward' Please call 759-1560

Appliance, used Sears washer
good condition 753-8886 or
7517972.
Black vinyl couch. $60. Call
753-9235 after 3 pm.
Couch, chair, and ottoman:
maple hutch, two end tables
and coffee table, antique
breakfast table. Singer sewing
machine, antique lamps, and
accessories. Call 753-0960
For sale- Shag carpet, fit one
bedroom apartment at Murray
mined5. green. like new.
CManor.
75,31

6. Help Wanted
Mature, responsible lady needed to care for children and
supervise household for a 2
week period References re
quired. 753-7878.
Need 7 intelligent, ambitious
college students, male or
female. to start immediately,
hours flexible. For more information call 924-5811

7. Storage Bldgs.
Built
Custom
portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

For sale cheap! Two nice living
room chairs, one gold and one
green, storm door. 36- wide, 2
nice table lamps. Call 4988176
For sale Den furniture Love
seat. $95: matching rocker.
$45: and recliner, $25 75380
upholstered chair. $35:
Gb8a0reet1teln.
battery
clock. $15 753-

9. Situation Wanted
Will do babysitting in my home
Experienced
here
and
references. 753-4157.
Will babysit potty trained
children in my home anytime
weekends. Call 7534624.
Will do sewing in my home.
Please call 753-0702.

1-0:-Bus. Opportunity-Business opportunity. Four
mobile homes in clean, small
mobi'e park. Top condition and
underpinned $600 per month
income. Job relocation makes,
it difficult to manage. Price
$19,800. 1-924-5445.
Apple Tree School. quality
child care with educational
program.' 1503 Stadium View,
753-9356, 753-1566.

13. For Sale or Trade
Will trade pecan dining room
furniture and safe for old oak
dining furniture. 436-2333.

113

Westir
tumbh
ching
tion I
5945 t

in

BILL'S FISH
MARKET

11. Instructions
CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your od to oppeor
on the dote you specify you most
adhere to tive f &lowing deodlines
An ad must be called or brought in
by 12 Noon the day before in
order to oepear in the next days
paper, with the exception of ods
to stort in Mondoy's poper they
must be coiled or brought in bySlam.on Saturday
To hove on ad cancelled before

1.
-1V314 RTIBUy
Junk cars 414-883u
One Goodyear tire to fit 1977
Monte Carlo OR 70-15 custom
tread steel belted radial Phone
753-4160

Queen
69
31 size mattress and box
springs,
158
3m0952. years old. $35. Call
Seven piece living room suite,
3 piece maple bedroom suite:
and kitchen table and chairs.
Call after 5 pm, 759-4663
Victorian living rppm suite.
upholstered
Beautiful
mahogany set, including large
love seat. 2 arm chairs. and 4
marble top tables. and 2
crystal lamps Quality furniture
in excellent condition A complete Victorian living room
ensemble far below present
prices $1500 firm 436-2206

FOR Sur
TROPICAL FISH HUT
Located in Paris, Tennessee, can be
moved to new location. Murray supplies approximately one half of
business now.
Tanks, Pets, Cages, Supplies
Owner will finance with low equity at
91
/
2% interest. Contact:

Rebecca Forbus
327 East Wood St.
Paris, TN
Call days 642-4772 or
evenings 642-5997
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16. Home Furnishings
front load
Westinghouse
tumbletype washer and matching dryer Excellent condi
tion $250 tor both Call 7535945 after 5 pm

1TVicuum Cleaners
Kirby Electrolux Filter
Queen Vacuum Cleaner,
like new, 599 50 each.
Fully guaranteed. Phone
354-6521.
Electrolux Sales and Service
ifi311
Tony Morovri,,,

18. Sewing Machines
Sewing machine rig wig
and attachments. Sews
perfect, fully guaranteed. Phone 351-6521.

20. Sportsrquipment
at
TI fa

id
is.
ir,
)11

For sale 870 Remington slug
gun with Redfield scope. 30
power. magnified 3 magnum
barrel and case Call 753-4686
after 5 pm
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hoplunsville 'unction KY 164-111. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
. New and used Baldwin piano
and organs Lollard° Piano Co .
across from the Post Office.
Paris, TN.
New and used pianos bought
and sold. A beautiful repo
piano now available for someone to assume monthly
payments. Clayton's, 153-1575.
Wanted. Responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under warranty. 753-7575.

23. Exterminating

ar
ew

AU BUGS CALL

IN

MU ,ill

n
es
tal
tat
tie

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
,

AGNAVOX
Nlurray's No 1 color

- for Rent
13. -bons

Boys only, carpeting and air
conditioning, kitchen and WinEmit 753-7575
dry facilities furnished, one
block from University, $55 per
Wanted Responsible person to month 759-4538 take up monthly payments on 34.-Hou
-iiiiar Rent
warranted
25 color t n
Available at once, redecorated
Clayino
home neat Murray No pets
27. Mobile Home Sales References,
deposit, $150 Call
1978 American Pride mobile 753-7551
home like new, partly furnish- House for rent 3 bedrooms.
ed Call 436-5412,
air
central gas heat
1974 Double wide mobile conditioned carpeting garage.
home, 24x36, partially furnish- and full basement $250 per
ed or unfurnished All electric month Call 1-898-6687
with baseboard electric heat
Large house well inuslated
Very easily heated $7500 near
Murray. city water, elecPhone 1-354-6217
tric heat utility room, garage,
For sale Mobile home, 1268 garden Couple, no pets.
Scheville. 2 bedroom, partially References and deposit refurnished $4000 Call 753- quired. 5175 month 7538417
5593
Small 2 bedroom, all electric. Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath, fully
completely furnished Call 753- furnished house, including
0331
washer and dryer $200 a
month plus dePosit. No pets.
22. Mob.Home Rents 753-4110
after 5.30.
One bedroom trailer for rent, 2
bedroom
house. 4 miles
Three
miles east of Murray. Call 753south, references and deposit
5793
required. Phone 753-6753.
Two bedroom trailer, completely furnished, very nice $150 Two bedrooms, utility and
per month. Call 753-8964 after garage redecorated. unfurnished. married couples only.
5.
References and deposit. Call
1260 Two bedroom clean 492-8594
quiet neighborhood $140 per
month. $75 deposit No pets Two bedroom house, gas heat,
753-5788 after 5 pm or air-conditioned, carpet stove,
refrigerator. 2 blocks from
weekends
University. No pets. $200 monTwo bedroom trailer. very thly. $100 deposit. 489-2244.
clean. approximately 217 miles
on 641 South No pets 753- Three bedroom house. 2 blocks
from M.S.U.. $150 per month.
8436 after 5 pm
Call 753-7163.
10x40 Two bedroom, all electric mobile home on private lot 35. Farms For Rent
in city. $120 per month rent, For rent Farm. 15 acres. 3
$120 deposit 753-9829.
bedroom house. references
Two bedroom trailer. near Mur- March 1st. Call alter 6 pm
753-5281.
ray. no pets. Call 489-2611

24. Miscellaneous
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For sale. 5 hp air compressor
Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
Firewood, seasoned oak and
hickory. 18", 24" Chainsaws
repaired, sharpened. Tree
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853.
Firewood, 18.24" seasoned.
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
rick, delivered Call 753-8536.
Firewood, cut any length, mostly oak and hickory, $22 50
delivered. 489-2492 or 7534157.
For sale Fingerling (baby) catfish Call 753-6487
Firewood for sale, $25 a rick
474-8005
15' Gooseneck trailer with
metal floor, 3 axles, 12' plant
bed
machine
uses
methylbromide Call 489-2740
753-4066

30. Business Rental

Large building for rent, 4 bays
in front, hoist. 2 back bays, extra large room: Call 753-5970
or see at 808 Coldwater Road.
Apartments for rent, near,
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Furnished apartments, 1 or 2
bedrooms also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th, 753-6609.
For rent. One or 2 bedroom
duplex. furnished or unfurnished. 414 South 10th. 492-8225
For rent. 2 bedroom apartments at Embassey. 753-3530
or 753-4331 after 5 pm.
Furnished apartment for rent
Call 753-9138 or 753-5292.
Immediate occupancy! New. 2
bedroom duplex, extra nice
with large living area, gas heat.
Call 753-3966 or 753-1389
Large 2 bedroom apartment,
carpet, air-conditioned, near
campus No pets, References
please. 759-4535 after 5 pm
New 2 bedroom duplex in Northwood Subdivision, Call 7537853
One bedroom apartment. next
to fairgrounds on 121 North
No pets 753-3139
One bedroom apartment. $90
per month. 2 bedroom $110
per month Water furnished
Kenton Miller, Lynn Grove
753-7874.

Remington
standard
typewriter. $50 Call 753-3456
or 753 5402
Used dental equipment Call
443-2467. Don Doran
1970 VW Bug parts: artificial
stone, coal stove; antique
piano; Samsonite patio fu'r
Mine. 436-2333.
Wood for sale 436-5498
Two bedroom townhouse apartment.
Carpet
range.
Wood for sale 436-2758
refrigerator, disposal. washer
25. Business Services dryer
hookup, central heat and
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE, 5 years air Call 753-7559 or 753experience, 5 tax courses, 8-6 7550
Monday-Friday. nights and Three room furnished apartSaturdays by appointment Call ment, 400 South 6th, couple
759-1425
preferred. Phone 247-1459.

37. Livestock-Supplies
REE MAR ARABIANS Book
your good mares for 1981
Three
breeding season
stallions 753-6126

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd puppies. registered American
Eskimo puppies Also guar('
dogs 502-554-2153
Dog obedience classes. AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
436-2858.
Pointer pups, champion blood
928-4591

43. Real Estate
31Rollt

U,Mat
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a.

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LACE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Everywhere.
"Free" Catalog
STROUT REALTY
1.1 Ems.10•1••
1211 Cioldwolvred
Nun, 7,

753-0 ISA

RESIDENTIAL OR
COMMERCIAL
Older brick home with
full basement located
on 14 beautiful rolling
acres, 3' '2 miles north
of Murray' off 4-lane.
Would make excellent;
development property.
Priced in the 540's.

DOLLAR DAZE® EVENT
STARTS THURS.2/12/81
while limited quantities last
ON OUR SALES FLOOR
ii4uwatam1111111111.111mor.:_,,..vA4- .]
ii,ii,- -

ear

DOLLAR DAZE1
ITEMS

AVAILABLE
ONLY
FROM ASSORTMENTS STOCKED
ON SALES FLOOR
1340-Air Shopping Center
763-2310

navisrekitesivalrelealliall1111111111161

s

"Personally, Ron, I prefer it

43. Real Estate
Super constructed 2
story home with all th,
luxuries including central heat and air and
Fisher wood burning
stove. Located on KY
Lake with its own
canal and boat dock
with year round deep
water. You must see
this one!
Beautiful spacious
home at the waters
edge of Kentucky
Lake. It is not only
well built, secluded,
and restful but is
maintenance free and
can be divided into two
separate
living
quarters. Enjoy the
convenience of your
own private boat dock.
$59,500. Call today for
an appointment to see
this gorgeous home.
Ire., &moo -034.2431
Priwil• s.- 233,3725
Wise lief 753 2403
Lori, 21111•4 75) 1041
5615.4.5. 11.ft•••••
M17111
i.yA I•••••

its
Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534116
304N 12111 St
Murray, Ky. 42071

Owner says sell, or rent, 2
bedroom house at 903 Vine St.
Financing negotiable at 12%.
Possession with deed. Call C.O.
Bondurant Realty at 753-3460
ONCE IN A LIFETIME OFFER,
with interest rates you won't
believel Because the owner
will finance and needs to sell
right now. It's lakefront and
it's beautiful. Some is partially
developed. Buy one of two
tracts seperately or buy the
whole 74 acres at much less.
Call today while it's still
available, Wendy at Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724

753-1222

18 Acres near lake at Chandler
Park, Hamlin, KY. Long
blacktop road frontage on KY
1918. Owner financing
available John C Neubauer,
Realtor 1111 Sycamore. 753of '52 7521

•••..

3.244.
From
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. a pe
ty congestion and taxes Easy
commuting ruSt one mile from,
City limits This 3 bedroom col
onial guarantees freedom from
the early morning squeeze by
the three in the baThr001115
fh we suggest your dialing
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32. Apts. For Rent

er,
or

43 Real Estate

two bedrovui furnished' apart
ment /538119.

MINI
--Warehouse
Storage Space
• For Rent
753-47511

•

Phone 753-3911

- Rini
3-2.101i. For

26. TV-Radio

NMI3031:0

M

BETTER HOMES
& GARDENS
Could feature this
home. Beautifully
ooded and Ian&
scaped lot and comfortable home just
waiting for your family. Don't let the opportunity pass to view this
charmer. Adjacent to
Murray High School,
this 3 bedroom home
also has study, den
with hand hewn beamed ceiling and stone
fireplace, formal dining room, and large
game room complete
with wood burning
stove and wet bar.
wooden
Backyard
deck surrounded by
mature Hickorys and
Oaks. Offered very
reasonably in the upper $60's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
for all the information.
ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Rental income property only 3 blocks from
the University. Property consists of one
large building with
five rental units and a
smaller building with
two rental units. All
seven units have
separate gas and electric meters. Current
rental income is
$540.00 per month.
Phone 73-1222. Kopperud Realty, and let
its increase your earning power through
sound Real Estate investment.

over here.

43. Real Estate
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1_ REAL ESTATE
753-8080
I
ProtessionalServices
WO The Friendly TouchLIVE BETTER
FOR LESS
1611 Oakhill Drive - 2
R.R. almost nest
home,
beautifull,),
decorated, central
electric heat pump, air
conditioning, disposal,
range, dishwasher, ex,
haust fan. Panelled
garage with automatic
opener. L'arge lot - low
price of $33,900.00. Call
today for appt.
RETIREES
SPECIAL
(also a good
rental investment)
502 N. 5th St. - Two
bedroom, 1 bath frame
home, electric heat.
living-dining room,
carpeted, ti). basement. Small yard for
easy - maintenance.
Walking distance to
downtown. Only
$16,900.00.

753-8080
Need down payment' Let us
show you how you can purchase this 3 bedroom brick
priced in the 530's. Call us for
your showing as there is no
sign in the yard. It's your move
and you'll win Dial 753-1492
at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors.

-11.1

753-1222

INCREASE YOUR
EARNING POWER
With this modern and
attractive duplex just
listed for sale. Each
side has central heat
and air, modern kitchen with all appliances. 2 bedrooms,
living room with
fireplace, bath and
utility area. Tastefully
--decorated throughout.
-•Phone 753-1222, Kapperud Realty, for all
- the details. NEW LISTING
Modern
three
bedroom - brictc. home
in Sherwood Forest
just west of Murray city limits. Central heat
and . air, living roomwith fireplace, abundant storage areas and
extra room which
could be used as 4th
bedroom, game room
or study. Offered in
the mid $50's through
Kopperud Realty, 711
Main Street

Just red..
$23,000_00 is this
bedroom, frame hintl
'on Highway 94 E.,'
Outside needs painti:
but inside in good y»!
dition. 8' x 8' stora:
building. Good sip
-kW

49. Used Cars

•
1977 Olds Cutlass red with
black interior, power steering
and air real sharp $2800 Call
759-4825
1975 Pontiac Astre. 4 cyldiner.
Cspeell great gas mileage
$1250 1974' Chevrolet pickup
good condition $1295 4892595
1973 Red Corvette $5200 Call
/532513
1979 Thunderbird. 1-top, red.
AM-FM 8-track stereo, electric
windows cruise control wire
wheels. 38 000 miles $5395
753-9710

5t.-Used Trucks
1974 Bror,. .
Call 435-4429
1969 Chevrolet C-20 step van
Perfect condition new tires
engine paint Complete service
history $1295 76/4455 after
6 pm

-Offe-WI
53. SeiVICES

53. Services Offered

Carpentry cabinets furniture
electrician and gas in
repair Bring picture - we Licensed
installation
make
All remodeling - stational, heating
Roy's and repairs. Call 753-7203
reasonable prices
Mobile home anchors, under
Carpenter Shop 753-4124
Concrete and block brick work pinning, vinyls, aluminum and
Basements driveways, storm fiberglass roofs sealed pant,
cellars. porches 20 years en• awnings aluminum carport,
single or doubles lack Glover
perience 7515476
753-1873
Do all types of plumbing, large
Sharpen
hand saws and skin
guarwork
or small sobs. all
nanteed. 5 years experience saws Call 753-056
753-5360
Tree trimming and removal
Fence sales at Sears now Call Tony Wade 19011 232-8667 iii
Sears. 753-2310 for free 19011642-5090
estimate for your needs
Guttering by Sears SearS tem
COURTNEY SMALL
finous gutters installed per
ENGINE REPAIR &
your specifications Call Sears
SHOP ColdSAW
753-2310 for free estimate
water, 489-2853.
General home repair. 15 years
experience in carpentry...
masonary. plumbing roofing Will haul driveway whit,
and siding. Free estimates nu and Ag lime also have any •
lob too small Call 474-2276 _ of brown or white pea gra.Heating, refrigeration and Also do backhoe work
electrical repair
Bob's Roger Hudson 753 4545 ni
Refrigeratio, Service. Hazel. 753-6763
KY.. 498-8370 . or 753-7829. Wet basement' We make wet
Bobby Lockhart
basements dry. work completeInsulation blown in by Sears. ly guarenteed. Call or write
Co
save on these high heating and Morgan Construction
cooling bills Call Sears, 753- Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
KY 42001 or call day or night
2310 for free esUtpate
1-442-7026'
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from Will do plumbing, healing
your yard or land cleared of carpentry and roofing 753stumps' We can remove 2211
stumps up to 24 • below the Woodcraft Building Service by
ground. leaving only sawdust Bucy. 492-8120
Custom
and chips Call for free cabinets, vanities, new homes
estimate. Bob Kemp 4354343 additions. repair
Quality
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
workmanship.
Need work on your trees' Topp- Window cleaning, fast service.
ing pruning shaping corn- satisfaction guaranteed Frei- •
plete removal and more Call estimate Call 753-7140
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care. 753. 55. Feed And Seed
For sale Hay and straw Hay
8536.
$1.60. straw $1 25 Call 753,
Professional
paintiag,
paperhanging. paneling. Com- 4755
mercial or residential. 20 years 56. Free Column
experience. Free - estimates'. Free puppies' Nice farm dogs
759-1981
or pets. Call 753-6392
Stop! For all your repair needs. Free kittens! All shots
753
roofing, carpentry plumbing 0123 or
436-5433
and electrical work, look no
more! Call 753-9226 or 753- Free puppies, Black Labrador
9623. We'll do your lob large or and Shepherd mixed. Call 753.
small. All work done "0 you' 5668
satisfaction
Free puppies, Will be small
dogs Call after 4 pm. 753;507.
We can copy and transform
pen's into light or heavy oils.
57. Wanted

1976 Dodge truck '4 ton Call
/53/163
1974 Ford Ranger X1.1 good
condition,'51 700 Call after 5
pm. 7517458
1979
Ford F-100 Custom, extra
FS IF
L. -r
nice. 753-8555.
For sale 1977
.l-250
46. Homes-For Sale 11200 1977 Ford
Datsun Little
Its owner Furnished house for Hustler. $2800 Call 753.7765
sale. 2 blocks from University. or see at 1627 Loch Lomond
in Al condition Fu'rnishings Drive
one year old, all like new. By 1972 ford pickup.. V8
appointment only. - call 759- automatic, good condition
4702.
$950 753-9181 or 753-8124
Country Estate for sale orient International school bus.' exReasonable terms. Livestock. c7e1161e3nt condition. Call 753facilities. Garden, fruit trees
'
436-2333.
1972 Jeep C1-5, 6 cylinder. 3
House for sale. Call 4812845. speed lock out hubs with
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick metal top Call 901-642-6353.
house, formal dining room 1975 Jeep Cherokee. 4x4 Call
large den, 2 car garage cern- 753-4686 after 5 pm
crete driveway, patio with
cedar 'fence. House has many 1975 Toyota. 5-speed pickup,
extras. Owner' will -consider runs good' looks good. $2350
financing See house at 1809 489-2595
Wiswell Road or call 7515287
.53. Services Offered
Or 7510839.
Two bedroom brick. large kit- Alcoa Aluminum or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum trim for
chen: living room and dining
room, fireplace; half basement, brick houses. lack Glover. 753single garage. wooded acre lot; 1873.
New Concord area For appoint- Bob's Home Improvement Service Remodeling, painting, cement call 436-5395.
ment work general home
47 Motorcycles '
maintenance and inspections
1975 XR-75 Honda. like new, -Free estimates. 753-4501.
$250 Call 753-9235 after 3
CARTER
Custom made cabinets music
pro
centers. -book cases. hutches.
.°° Men
48. Auto. Services
Reasonable. 436-2566
350 Automatic transmission for
GM Call 436-2437
Two studded snow tires,
mounted on wheels. -0-70-14
complete $50 Call 7513456
or 753-5402.

STUDIO
753 3798

Would like to rent Burk"y
pounds for 1980 crop Call
492-8996

Valentine

4.UsaCirs
1975 Buick Lesabre. $1450.
Call 753-7521 after 3.30 pm
1974 Caprice one owner, local
car all options, low mileage.
$1995. 1975 Honda 125-ALS
motorcycle, one owner, like
new low miles. See at 1709
Galloway
1976 Chevrolet. high mileage.
extra clean. power steering,
brakes. warctowt-4eeKs.--$2000.
Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore.
1963 Chevrolet Impala. 2-door
hardtop. 283 automatic. power
steering California car. $650.
753-9181 or 753-8124.
1979 Datsun 2I0:. Call - 7533530 after 5 pm. .
-1-9-1-4-.E1 Camino, .305 -engine.
all options custom topper.
carpeted Recently tuned up.
air shocks, lit wheel. approximately 21000 miles. $6200
firm Call 753-0901.
1975 Ford LTD. price $1200 or
best ofer Phone-753-9710
Fiat. 1973 35 mpg. $1200
Maverick. 1970. $450 Both
standard shift and 2-door 7591739
1973 Mercury Monterey, power
and air, nice Will trade for
motorcycle Call 436.5434
..

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St.

on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper
Think how happy your "special someone"
will be when she (or he) reads the personal
message from you on Valentine's Day
Build a memory, compose your message
and mail or phone it to the Classified Advertising Department The cost is low
Your message will appear in the special
Valentine Love Lines feature in the Classified section of this newspaper on Valentine's
Day, February 14

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine -I
Love Lines
PRINT YOUR COPY HERE FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES
COST IS SHOWN ON LAST LINE USED

Across From Community Center

$I.75

Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday

$2.17
$2.50
$2.90
$3.05

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-1 2:30

753-3685

Mail so that it reaches us nix later than Feb. 11. Yew
message will appear on Feb. 11, Valentine's Day. Moil
coupon and check or money order to:
The Ledger 8 Times
Classified Advertising Deportment
P. 0. Box- 32
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Carew will finance. low low interest rate. Call 4135
4276.

eim Name
Si City
Phone

'Slate

Zip
.a
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DpTHS & FUNERALS

Norman A. Klapp
Dies Monday At
Local Hospital

Services Today At
Local Chapel For
Dane McClure, 88

The funeral for Dane McNorman A Klapp at lao6
Canterbury , Murray, died Clure is being held today at 1
Monday at 2:45 p.m at the p.m. at the chapel of the
Murray-Calloway County Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Hospital. He was 75 years of Home with the Rev. John
Churchwell and the Rev. G. T.
age.
Mr. Klapp retired from the Moody officiating. Music is by
U. S. Postal Service here and the Kings Sons.
Serving
as
active
has worked parttune for the
Murray Ledger ik Times since pallbearers are Bill McClure,
that time. Prior to being with Mason McClure, James
the Postal Service, he was Wisehart,Guy Lovins, Blondie
Bobby
employed at the former Varsi- McClure, and
Spiceland.
Honorary
ty Theatre here.
The Murray man was, a pallbearers are Joe Jackson,
member of St. John's Burie Cochran. Ardath Canon,
Episcopal Church and was Audrey Canon, Robert Davis,
presented a certificate of ap- Arthur Vinson, along with
preciation for his 21 years of members of the Parvin Craig
service as treasurer of the Sunday School Class of
Mason's Chapel United
church only' last week.
Mr. Klapp,was active in all Methodist Church.
Burial will follow in the New
phases of the Masonic Lodge
including Murray Lodge No. Providence Cemetery.
Mr. McClure, 88, Murray
105 Free and Accepted
Masons, Murray Council No.,.-Route 8, died Sunday at 4:35
50: Royal and Select Masters-, p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Murray Chapter h o. 92, Royal County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Arch Masons, Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Mrs. Myrtie Lax McClure. to
Eastern Star, Rizpah Shrine whom he was married on Dec.
Teinple, Madisonville, Mur- 27, 1914; two sons, Gilmer K.
ray Shrine Club and Shrine McClure, Memphis, Tenn.,
and
Grayson
McClure.
Club Clown Unit.
Born Dec. 28, 1905, at Clin- Panorama Shores. Murray;
ton, he was the son of the late one brother, Fred McClure,
.T. S. Klapp and Lena Hall Murray; two grandchildren,
Mrs. Jerry Henry and Don
Klapp.
He is survived by his wife, McClure; five great grandMrs. Nettie Page Klapp; two children. sons. James S. Klapp, Bowie,
Md., and Gene Fairchild,
Omaha. Neb.; sister, Mrs.
Irene Billings, Vallejo, Cal.;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Helen
Bryan, Livonia, Mich.;
brother; Clarence Klapp,
Paducah; eight grandchildren.
The funeral and burial arrangements are incomplete.
but will be handled by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Norman Klapp Memorial
Fund, St. John's Episcopal
Church, Murray.

Mrs. Roberts Dies
This Morning With
Rites Incomplete

Rites Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Rhea

Catherine Field
Dies; Memorial
Services Later
Miss Catherine Field of 1656
Ryan Avenue. Murray, died
Monday at 8:45 p.m. at the
Murray-CallowayCounty
Hospital.
Born in Owensboro she had
resided in Murray since October 1980. A retired Civil Service worker, she had also
worked in real estate in North
Carolina.
Miss Field is survived by
her mother. Mrs. Katherine T.
Hall. and one sister, Mrs.
Mary V idmer, 1656 Ryan
Avenue. Murray; one nephew,
Steve Vichner, Murray.
She had bequeathed her
body to the University of Kentucky Medical School at Lexington.
Memorial services will be
held at Sturgis at a later date.
Blalock-Coleman
The
Funeral Home had charge of
local arrangements.

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For 'Pete' Lamb

The funeral services for
George R. !Pete Lamb will
be held today at :3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
and Danny Lamb officiating_
The song service will be by
singers from the New Providence Church of Christ with
Bobby C. Stubblefield as
leader.
•
•
Pallbearers will be Gary
Lamb. Hardirnan Miller, Bobby Joe Smith, John Lax,
Ronald Housden. and Kenneth
Final rites for James Lax. Burial will follow in the
Carlton Atkins, 89, who made New Providence Cemetery.
Mr. Lamb, 55, died Sunday
his home with a niece, Mrs.
Noble Hughes of Puryear. at the Veterans /AdministraTenn., were held Sunday at 2 tion Hospital. Nashville, Tenn.
p.m. at the chapel of the
He is survived by his father,
McEvoy Funeral Home, Robert Tilmon Lamb, MurParis, Tenn., with Robert ray; two daughters, Mrs. DanUsrey officiating.
ny Workman, Murray Route 7,
and Mrs.. Mike Cauley. MurPallbearers were Max Dale. ray Route 2; sister, Mrs.
Fred Gallimore, J. C. Hazel Buchanan. Addison,
Gallimore, Billy Bucy. Ed " III.: two brothers. James 0.
Junior Miller, and Joe Thomp- Lamb. Murray, and Odell
son. Burial was in the Puryear Lamb, Hazel Route 2: four
Cemetery.
grandchildren.
Mr. Atkins, a retired
farmer, died Friday at 10:20
Prues a storks of local interest at 11
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
local time today,furnished by First
County Hospital. Born Feb. 15, an,
of Michigan Corp of Murray
1891, in Henry County, Tenn., Industrial A,erai4..
he was the son of the late
Air Products ...
41 •
James Albert Atkins and Amencan Motors
4 on,
Melissiah Frances Brisendine Ashland
American Telephone .
unc
Atkins.
(hrsIer
•

Final Rites Held
For J. C. Atkins

Stock Market

I Writer Dwyer On Journey Home
After Nine Months In Iran Prison

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (API
— American writer Cynthia Dwyer arFuneral services for Mrs.
Nell Rhea, widow of George T. rived in Dubai today on her way- home
after nine months man Iranian prison.
Rhea, will be held Wednesday
Mrs. Dwyer flew from Tehran to this
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Persian Gulf oil sheikdom 700 miles
south of the Iranian capital on a
Home with the Hey. Julian
regularly scheduled I ranair flight after
Warren officiating. The music
will be by the choir of the
Goshen United Methodist
Church with Charles Archer
as leader and Sue Archer as
organist.
Pallbearers will be Groover
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley has
Parker, James A. Parker,
been appointed to the Human DevelopShannon Ellis, John B. Watment Policy Committee of the National
son, I.. E. Outland, and Joe
League of Cities for 1981.
Sledd. Burial will follow in the
Henley was appointed by William H.
Goshen Cemetery.
Hudnut, mayor of Indianapolis and
Friends may call at the
president of the National League of
funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
. Cities.
tonight i Tuesday t.
Policy- committees assist the NaThe family requests that extional League of Cities in identifying urpressions of sympathy take
ban problems and needs and in developthe form of contributions to
ing policy recommendations for conthe Goshen United Methodist
sideration by the delegates assenibled
Church.
at the annual business sessions.
Mrs. Rhea, 79, died Monday
Policy areas served by the Human
at 8:05 a.m. at the MurrayDevelopment Committee include
Calloway County Hospital.
criminal justice, employment, health,
She is survived by one
education and income support.
daughter, Mrs. Hasten
The committee's first meeting will be
Wright, one grandson, Rheamood Wright and wife. Anna, March 1 in Washington. D.C., during
and one great grandchild, the NI,C's Congressional-City Conference.
Rhea Ann Wright, Murray
Route 1; one brother, Prentice
Wrather, Amarillo, Texas.

Murray Mayor
Named To League
Of Cities Committee

Jackson Purchase
Quality Control
Society Will Meet
The Jackson Purchase Section of the American Society
for Quality Control will meet
jointly, with the American
Society for Non-destructive
Testing on Thursday. Feb. 12,
at the Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
Harry Sauter, Director of
Quality Assurance for Potter
Brumfield, Division of AMF at
Princeton, Ind., will be the
speaker. He is also the Director of the Midwest Quality
Conference Board and has
served as chairman of the
Evansville-Owensboro Section
and Director of Region Nine.
ASQC.
•
An executive meeting will
start at 6 p.m.,attitude adjustment at 6:15 p.m., dinner will
be at 7 p.m.. and Sauter will
speak on "Customer Complaints" at 8 p.m.

Mrs. Lucille Roberts of
Almo died this morning at the
Cape La Croix Manor, Cape
Girardeau, Mo. She was 82
years of age.
Ford
19'. -' I
Survivors include three OAFMotor
• Born July 23, 1898, in
- •
Calloway County, she was the sisters — Mrs. Irma Bucy and ileneral Dynamic
;eneral Motors
unt•
Mrs. Frances Bray, Puryear, General
daughter of the late William
Tire
21
22,any
Lochridge Hargrove and Viola Tenn., and Mrs. Mavis Driver, i;oodriit
in NIth ear
Campus
United
18 -.•
The
Paducah;
nieces;
five
14 GUlf I iii. .
Overbey Hargrove. He husun.
Ministry luncheon will be held
Heubhen
28'.•
band, Carlos Roberts, died in nephews.
1.B.M.
.
Wednesday. Feb. 11. from
•
April 1963.._
He was preceded in death by Jerico.
28.-1.1 28 •
12:30 to 1:20 p.m. in the Room
18'
Mrs. Roberts is survived by four sisters — Mrs. Daisy Kmart
Kahn', Big h
1.s uni:104, Ohio Room of the Univerthree daughters — Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Eunice Dale, Pennwalt
sity Center, Murray State
31'. •'.
Margaret Howard, Chaffee, Mrs. Beulah Robinson, and Quaker .lats
University.
4Mo., Mrs. Martin (Dorothy ) Mrs. Gertie Gallimore: and a
S Tobag co
•'
. "The Banking Industry and
Id
18B
Bailey, Jr., Murray, and Mrs. brother, Albert Atkins.
Legislation in the 80s- will be
I;
Rebecca
Cunningham.
discu.ssed by Joe Dick, presiLouisville; two sons, Mark
dent of the Bank , of Murray,
Roberts, Van Nuys, Cal., and
Dick has been in the banking
James T. Roberts, Murray; 17
business for 25 years. He holds
The Michael Hicks who was indicted in Calloway County
grandchildren: 14 great
a B. S. degree from Murray
Circuit Court last week is not Michael 0. Hicks of Alino.
grandchildren.
State University.
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
The body is being returned
The UCM- luncheons are
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles.
to Murray by the J. H. ChurThat is the purpose ol this column To report an error or need for
held each Wednesday of the
chill Funeral. Home, but arclarification please call 753-1918.
semester. Coffee is furnished
rangements are rrtcomplete.
AM'
by UCM,and food may be purchased • at the Snack Bar or
Cafeteria and taken to the
Ohio Hoorn for the program.
UCM luncheons are tor
students, faculty, and inWE ACCEPT
STORE HOURS
terested persons from the surVISA & MASTER CHARGE
MON FRI. 7:00 AM.00 P.M.
rounding community.
LAYAWAYS AVAILABLE
SAT 7.00 AM.12 00 P.M.

UCM Luncheon
Will Be Wednesday
At University Center

flearing

61eCtri,..•
•Lions

Thomas Light Fixtures
At Cost and Below
We must make room for a new
department being added to our
decorating center.
These Must Go At Some Price

SAVE

'POTATOES

Calloway Board To
Discuss Several Items
Several items will be discussed at the
regular monthly meeting of the
Calloway County School Board,
scheduled for 7 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 12.
Jack Rose,superintendent, said.
The agenda includes the Ten Commandments, program reports, consideration of 1981-82 budget, personnel
recommendations and the superintendent's report.

SAVE!

1

SAUSAGE

$238
I.

Criminal Justice
Meeting Set Tonight

g

1 Lb

a

Doz.

Martha White

98
Towels
41111111C
...

Lb.

Hi-Dri

CHARLES CHIP

76c

Hog Market

$118

CORN MEAL

68c

The Criminal Justiuc
meeting will be held tonight
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
First Presbyterian Church.
Main and 16th Streets.
The Rev. R. E. Rabatm,
pastor- or die host church,
urges all persons in the area
churches to attend this important meeting as plans will be
made for an upcoming Christian Criminal Justice Conference_

ederalsState Market News Service
F ..bruar, 10.1981
entuek) Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Iteeeipts. Act 605 Fst 450 Barrows &
;ills fully 50 hikher Sows steady $1 00
hi other
IN 1-2 210240 lbw
$42 2542 75
US 2 210-2*Hri
$42 0042 25
US 2-3 240.260 lbs
$41 5042 00
US 24 0'27O lbs
$40 50-41 50
Sows
US 1.2 270-350 lbs
132.0035 00
IS 11 300-450 Ms
$34 40,3740
IS 13 4.50-500
637 00-39 00
llS 1-3 .430 ho
839 84-4050
some at 41 Si
CS 3.3340.545 Itn
111 0034 00
Hoar'. 28 0030 50

the bug.
Mrs. Hoover testified that Wilson and
Spann said "they wanted to know who
was after them." She also said both had
made the comment they "would do
anything for harmony in the department."
Wells testified that after the bug was
discovered, the officers found the wire
to a scanner in the squad room had been
cut.
Under questioning from Hurt, Wells
said he had not gone to Lee and asked
for Spann and Wilson to be taken off
detective duty and "put back in
uniform." However, he did say that Lee
had told him he was going to -dissolve"
the detective division.
Wells testified that Hobbs had called
the U.S. Attorney's. Office. Hobbs
testified he and Patrolman David Coker
had called in the FBI.
Other witnesses included Capt. Tommy ,Phillips, Peeler, Holmes and Morris. Witnesses remaining to be called include Patrolman Lyle Pridemore, Sgt.
Larry Elkins, Patrolman Dean Alexander, Koenen, Henley and Krit Stubblefield.
Options open to the council include a
reprimand for the officers, suspension
for up to six months, or dismissal from
service. Appeal may be made through
the circuit court.

Prices Good 2-10-81

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-3642

Contractors

A second Hospice volunteer training
program has been scheduled from Feb.
23 through March 30, according to
Kathy Hodge, public relations director
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
An all-volunteer project to provide
care and services to terminally-ill patients and their families, the Hospice
program began in January with the admission of its first patient, Hodge said.
Three more were added since that time.
she added.
The 12-hour instruction classes in the
training program, offered in cooperation with the Murray State University
office for continuing education, will be
offered from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 or 7 p.m.
to 9 each Monday, Hodge said. Completion of the class is equal to 1.2 tours tit
continuing education,she added.
Each class will be limited to 20 people, Hodge said.
Fifty-four persons completed the initial training program. Hodge said.
Thus far, the program has been well
received by the doctors and the entire
hospital staff, Hodge said.
Topics of each class include the
Hospice concept; perception of death:
grief, bereavement and body image:
communication and counseling:
management of pain; and ethical and
legal issues.
Persons wishing to enroll .in the program are to call 753-5131 ext. 338 for an
interview

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

BEL-AIR DECOR

On All Light Fixtures

Second Hospice
Class To Begin At
Murray Hospital

D & T Warehouse Foods

Corrections& Amplifications

CLOSE
OUT

straighterivat out, and ta4u Swiss
diplomats remained with her. A chauffeur for the Swiss Embassy told
reporters he saw her there at 6 p.m. But
Swiss officials refused to say where she
spent the night_
Western news organizations reported
incorrectly Monday that she was
aboard the Iranair flight to Vienna.
Reporters at Tehran's Mehrabad Airport saw her arrive, accompanied by
Iranian Revolutionary Guards and a
Swiss Embassy official, and run into
the terminal building. snuling at them
as she passed. Airport employees said
she boarded the plane, but Swiss officials reported later that she missed
the flight.

•••• i Continued From Page 1)

quency, 1A.835, and he recognized the
voices. Jewell said he felt the matters
being discussed should not be aired
throughout the town so he called Parker
again and told him the conversation he
was hearing.
Parker said he walked to the squad
room and handed Wells a piece of paper
which said the room was "bugged- and
listed the frequency. Lee and Henley
were called to city hall, as were Spann
and Wilson.
The device, which belongs ti the
police department, was found taped to
the back of a filing cabinet in the squad
room. It is normally worn by an undercover agent- when there is a need to
monitor an agent's conversations with
suspects of criminal activities, usually
in narcotics investigations. The device
has a range of about one city block.
Testimony indicated that persons in
the squad room at the time included
Sheriff Max Morris and Patrolmen
Bobby Holmes and Ronald D. Hobbs.
Several of those at city hall went to the
Poppy Shoppe to listen to. Jewell's
receiver,testimony indicated.
I.ater in the evening, Henley. Lee.
Wilson and Spann went to the home of
Sue Hoover. police department
secretary, to listen to a tape recording
that had apparently been made of
squad room conversations heard over

SAVE

Iranian officials delayed her departure
nearly 24/kiurs. Markus Hirsiger of the
staff of the Swiss Emtrassy in Tehran
was escorting her, the Swiss Foreign
Office said.
Airport sources said Mrs. Dwyer was
met on arrival by the U.S. consul in
Dubai, Eric Weaver, who drover her to
an undisclosed destination.
The sources said Mrs. Dwyer's onward flight plans had not been decided
yet. They said she had a choice of either
catching an airliner for Europe later in
the day or waiting for a flight to her
family in New York on Wednesday
In Washington, State Department
spokeswoman Sue Pittman said she
knew of no government plans to
hospitalize Mrs. Dwyer or debrief her,
as was done with the 52 American
hostages freed by Iran on Jan. 20.
Mrs. Dwyer, 49, had been scheduled
to leave Tehran on Monday,on an flight
to Austria, but Iranian officials stopped
her at the airport. Swiss Ambassador
Erik Lang said she was delayed
because of the "lack of a travel document,- Other sources reported the Iranians said her American passport could
not be found. It had been seized when
she was arrested.
It was believed that Mrs. Dwyer
spent the night at the _airport. A
spokesman for the Swiss Foreign Office
said she stayed there while the
"problem with her papers" was

PEPSI
MT. DEW
or DR. PEPPER
Across From Murray Drive-In
So. 4th

faiiraW-T.

,

Roll

8 Pac
1602.
Plus
Deposit

$148

Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.-Sat. 8-8

SAVE
Lem*

